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“The Man
who made
(British)
wireless

The Vintage Wireless Museum
23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwich London SE21 BDS

Telephone 0181 670 3667

Proprietor: Gerald Wells. Please make appointments beforehand
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From the publishers of Radio Bygones, a new book for
collectors and restorers of WWII British Military radio

Wireless for the Warrior
Volume 2
Yes! It’s here at last! The long awaited second volume in this
series by highly—respected author Louis Meulstee is  now
available. Containing 720 A4 pages, i t  includes approximately
200 photographs, 750 line drawings and 180 data tables.
Volume 2 covers in detail these sets which were summarised in
Volume 1 - W.S. Nos. 10, 18, 19, 22, 29, 31, 38, 42, 46,
52, 53, 62, 68 and 88, including AFV versions.
Comprehensive information on vehicle installations is
included where appropriate, giving the book considerable
appeal to military vehicle enthusiasts.

Wireless for the Warrior — Volume 2 is published in hardback
and is available from the address below, at the following
post-paid prices (it is not available through bookshops):
UK — £39.50. Europe - £41.00.
The Americas", Africa, Middle East, India, Malaysia — £51.50.
Australasia, China, Japan, Korea - £54.50

Overseas prices cover air mail postage. Because of the book’s
weight and value, we do not recommend surface mail despatch.
* Due to postal service weight limitations, orders to Canada must be
despatched by air parcel post. at a price of £55.50 per copy

G C Arnold Partners (B3), 9 Wetherby Close,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8J3, England.

W Telephone/FAX: 01202 658474
Please make all cheques payable to G C Arnold Partners
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The London Daily News
September 1930
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the fascinating story of

Peter Eckersley
written by Myles Eckersley, his son

Foreword by Asa Briggs, the eminent historian
Price £11.99 Postage and packing 22

500 pages 18  charts 50 photos

Cheques/PO ta: Myles leeks, Elm View East Dean Rd.

r- National Vintage Communications Fair 5

NEC 0 Hall 11%

BIG HALL ' SUPERB FACILITIES 0 GREAT SHOW!
Why not book a table this year?

Sunday May 10th 1998
10.30am - 4pm

VINTAGE RADIOS 019203  VALVE RECEIVERS
CRYSTAL SETS - HORN LOUDSPEAKERS

EARLY TRANSISTORS 0 VALVES & COMPONENTS
VINTAGE HI-FIICLASSIC AUDIO - EARLY TVs

TELEPHONES - GRAMOPHONES 0 RECORDINGS
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

BOOKS, MAGS, EPHEMERA etc. etc.
and thousands of other

ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL ANTIQUES
‘ and COLLECTABLES

i
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Printed by Apollo

Honorary Members:
Gordon Bussey 1 Dr AB. Constable
Keith Geddes OBE l Ray Herbert
David Read I Gerald Wells

From the  chair

It is with great regret that I am standing down as
Chairman. The reason has been clear to you and
the other members of the Committee, so my
resignation comes as no surprise. I have
become increasingly overcommitted
and cannot spent the time which the
Society needs at present, in partic-
ular to deal with the direction the
Society should take. I feel that a
more committed person is
required at the helm. I must scale
down my outside activities
because of work and personal
pressures, and also because I may
start a major academic project
during the next couple of months. My
decision is not a reflection that l have lost
interest in either the BVWS or in my hobby of
radio collecting, but it has to be pushed back

into being a hobby as my professional preoccu-
pations have to be engaged elsewhere during
the next few years.

Willem Hackmann

You will have noticed in this From the
Chair and the list of Committee
members that Willem has decided
to stand down as Chairman. It is
of course necessary to co-opt a
temporary Chairman until the
next round elections, and l have

agreed to hold the reins until then.
Willem’s reasons for relin—

quishing the job are very under-
standable and I would like to add a

personal note of thanks on behalf of the
Committee for the friendly way he has handled
our affairs.

David Read

A visit to the BBC Experience

Front Cover: Sonora Sonorette in dark red
bakelite. Rear: Sonora Sonorette in white

by Ray Herbert
In 1992 the BBC celebrated 70 years of

broadcasting with a display of vintage material at
Broadcasting House. A well preserved 2L0Urea Formaldehyde. _ . .
transmitter had pride of place In the foyer
alongside horn loudspeakers and early receiver/s

$311!;e photography provided by BVWS members. A marquee on
a map. .Graphic Design by Gm“ spare ground at the rear of BH housed a display
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BWVS Committee

Temporary Chairman: David Read, 25 Temple
Fortune Hill, London, NW11 7XL
Tel: 0181 455 9523
Bulletin Editor: Carl Glover, c/o Runciter
Corporation, 33 Rangers Square, London SE10

ontents

of other interesting items. Encouraged by the
success of this venture, which attracted 52,000
visitors, the BBC decided to construct a
permanent visitor’s centre. After 5 years of major
building work at a cost of 25.5 million, the BBC
Experience opened on 29 October to commem-
orate 75 years of broadcasting as described in
the Winter Bulletin.

Tours are partially escorted, taking approxi-
mately one and a quarter hours and groups of 30

Sonora Sonorette
Advertisements
From the Chair, BBC Experience
The inflatable radio
Prospero’s wireless
New life for an old Bush
Bakelite Style, Time moves on
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Transmitter type 52b
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Treasurer: David Reed, 25 Temple Fortune Hill,
London, NW11 7XL Tel: 0181 455 9523
Events Co-ordinator: Andrew Zimmer, 17
Newha‘che, Dormansland, Surrey RH7 6PX
Tel: 01342 834363

visitors leave at 15 minute intervals. Tickets must
be obtained in advance for a specific time, but at
off-peak periods it may be possible to turn up
and secure a vacant slot.

The tour starts with the Marconi collection. It is
very well presented, tastefully laid out, and the
exhibits are accurately described. Credit goes to
Gordon Bussey for organising this section. He
also assisted with some other features but not
the Tony Hancock amateur radio station. Just 15
minutes is allowed to examine Dame Nellie
Melba’s microphone, an exact working replica of
Prof Righi’s 1895 multiple spark exciter and
historic documents before moving on to the next
offering. This is a rather frenetic screen presenta-
tion of a day in the life of Broadcasting House.
Then follows an audience participation theme.
Half the visitors move into a studio and read a
prepared script, the remainder sit at small
consoles and push buttons at a given signal to

continued on page 26
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The Inflatable Radio
By John Ounsted, photography by Mark Groep

Its appearance is easy to recognise, but
hard to describe. It’s certainly a one-off
shape, and very tactile, too -you just
can’t seem to keep your hands off it, like
one of those marble hand-cooling eggs.
This set has a decidedly cheeky appear-
ance, in both senses of the word. Those
pneumatic Jayne Mansfield curves place
it firmly in the fifties, and its hint of Gallic
naughtiness is confirmed by the
presence of a mirror tuning scale. Surely,
only the saucy French could make a set
like that! But hang on! There’s also a hint
of our own Wallace and Gromit about it;
were they perchance brought in last
minute to do some urgent restyling? Still

more, it suggests the hind quarters of
various early-fifties cars, like the Austin
“Counties” series, the A30, or the A90
Atlantic, or closer to home, the Panhard.
The frontal treatment of the contempo-
rary “Buck-Toothed” Buick or De Soto
models could also have been influential,
granted that the set was the fruit of a
Franco—US collaboration. The radio in
question is, of course, the Sonora
Sonorette 50, a compact French 117
Volt three-band set of the very early
fifties. The curvaceous cabinet isn’t the
only eccentric thing about this receiver-
the circuit has its moments too, as we’ll
see in this article.



Circuit Quirks

A quick word on the subject of schematics; I
have to admit I’m a bit of a xenophobe when
it comes to circuit diagrams. We Brits once
drew the best, most intuitively understand-
able schematics in the world. American-and
worst of all-Japanese diagrams start with a
topologically accurate account of the circuit,
sure, but they’re then put through the equiva-
lent of one of those magazine puzzles where
you have to recognise the star from a photo
that’s been chopped up and scattered across
the page. The result is rampant electronic
incomprehensibility. The Japanese can
present even a basic configuration like a
bridge rectifier in such a fiendishly cock-eyed
way that for a while you think they’ve invent-
ed an entirely new power supply methodolo-
gy. Here the original diagram of the
Sonorette seems to betray its American
origins (the valve symbols are needlessly
shown on their sides, as i f  blown over in a
gale). It also suffers from other obscurities
and inaccuracies, as well as not showing
various production mods that were apparent-
ly made to the circuit, so I’ve taken the
liberty of redrawing it; I hope things are thus
made clearer. Let’s hope I’ve not made any

mistakes this time! My schematic shows
what I actually found in my set, which
sometimes differs markedly from the original
diagram.

This set has a low (100V or so) HT line, but
uses a conventional full five-valve DACQOA—
type line up, with no economy tricks like
reflexing the IF valve or leaving out the
UBC41. There i s  however, one eccentricity
which may cause some scratching of heads:
the bottom of the volume control and the
cathode of the output valve are returned to
mains neutral, which is not chassis in this
case. Neutral and chassis are separated by a
100 ohm resistor R23, across which AF
negative feedback is developed, and this is
applied to the bottom of R19, and to the
cathode of V3. (Remember, neutral is “earth”
here, with chassis swinging relative to it with
the AF NFB excursions fed via R21 from the
output transformer secondary). Since the
cathode currents of V1, V2 and V3 also flow
through the parallel combination of R23 and
R21 ,these two drop a DC voltage, and this is
used to bias V3, by returning its cathode to
chassis, and its grid to neutral. V4’s bias will
also be slightly modified.

Note that the RF valves V1 and V2 are
arranged more conventionally and biassed
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‘Small . . . . .  in size only'
Sales pitch for the Sonorette

by the AGC potential alone. But when this
potential changes, in response to a strong
signal, their cathode currents will both
decrease and there will be a small but
noticeable change in bias to both the AF
valves. Maybe the designers didn’t think of
that. At any rate, it doesn’t cause any
problems, so don’t let it worry you!

Inside the Set

What with the “inflatable” external styling,
you half expect the chassis to look like a
bouncy castle as well, but in fact it’smostly
standard, and compact without being too
cramped. The main departure from conven-
tionality is the tapering of component
skyheights from back to front of the chassis,
and the canting of the speaker; from the
side, the chassis has a pleasing wedge-
shaped profile, as you can see from the
picture.

There’s much less sense of overcrowded-
ness than in the Alba C112 we looked at last
time, thanks mainly to the use of more
modern miniature valves, as well as the
adoption of reasonably small volume control,
IF transformers and small individual low-
voltage main electrolytics, rather than the
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customary big double one. One feature in
common with the Alba is the placing of
wavechange switch and coilpacks on a
detachable subassembly, which, in this case
rather resembles (perish the thought) a
printed circuit board.

This being a three-band set, it’s discon-
certing to find that there are only seven
front-end alignment adjustments, not the
expected twelve; all bands share an
adjustable master Aerial trimmer C36, with
fixed padding on Long and Medium bands.
SW has an Aerial padder L5, and an
additional twisted-wire type aerial trimmer
06. There’s also a similar trimmer 038
mysteriously connected from 030. anode to
the secondary of L5, presumably intended to
stop oscillator reradiation, but also doubling
as a SW Oscillator trimmer. Staying on the
oscillator side, again, all bands share a
master osc trimmer C37. Adjustable padding
is provided by L1 on Long and Medium, and
by L2 on Short. Despite this simplicity, the
set performs well, as we’ll see later. Bands
are selected by that projecting white lever
beneath the lower “air intake”. This lever
controls a horizontally-mounted wafer
switch, KB Toaster fashion, (although with a
more pleasingly positive locating action), but
is unfortunately prone to breakage. Check
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for this if contemplating a purchase.
There’s no space for a frame aerial of

course, so the set is equipped with standard
aerial and earth sockets. The designers have,
however found room for a pair of dial bulbs,
but since the heater chain adds up to 117
volts exactly, these bulbs can’t go in there;
instead, they are given their very own private
dropper-R16-which alone dissipates close on
6W, and hangs, sloth like, from two tagstrips
mounted on the top edge of the speaker,
being the only place for it to go. The bulbs
have the unusual rating of 12V, 0.06A, and
are used in series, helping to keep the
dropper’s wattage as low as possible. The
rising heat from this resistor is unlikely to do
the speaker (or the cabinet) much good,
however.

Staying in this area, we observe that the
Sonorette is strictly a 117V radio; R16 is the
only wirewound resistor in the set. There are
no other droppers to be seen anywhere. As
already noted, the valve heaters total 117V,
and are given no series surge-limiting protec-
tion whatsoever; they take their chances
slapped straight across the mains, and we
must assume, therefore, that these little ‘41
bottles are a hardy breed, fully surge~proof,
or that they somehow protect each other
when cold. In practice, they don’t seem to
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blaze unduly bright at the instant of switch-
on. Following on from this, operation on
230V would presumably have originally
entailed use of a small external autotrans—
former, or more likely, a line-cord (groan).

Servicing the Sonorette

A few niggles to start with: The UBC41 can’t
be removed without detaching the speaker;
it’s therefore quite lucky that, of all the
valves, this is the least likely to give trouble.
Additionally, the speaker is easily remove-
able, but unfortunately the lead lengths to It
are inadequate to allow it to rest face down
on the bench.

The miniature reservoir electrolytic CS4 is
prone to blowing up. The designers have not
fitted a conventional double main electrolytic,
preferring to save space with two single ones
instead. These are small tubular units, fitted
on top of the chassis with their long sides
parallel to it, just below the speaker magnet.
The rear one is the reservoir, luckily the more
accessible of the two, since it does
sometimes go pop. Modern replacements
are likely to have better ripple current ratings
than the originals. The voltage ratings—of
these originals are also interesting, being
only 165V. This was initially viewed with
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suspicion. Some basic maths shows us that
this voltage might be approached should the
load on the power supply be lessened for
any reason, like an o/c output transformer for
example, or if a cold output valve is put in a
pre-warmed-up set. In practice, the
maximum voltage measured by the author
under any condition was 135V or so, which
seemed acceptable.

In the author’s receiver, on first acquisition,
CS4 was seen to have blasted aluminium foil
and electrolyte powder debris over a sizeable
area, including the luckiess speaker, already
disintegrating in the heat from the dial bulb
dropper. The resulting HT short—circuit had
also melted the connection between cathode
and pin 7 in the UY41—yesl-rendering that
useless too. To compound the carnage,
some bright spark had correctly deduced
that the valve was effectively o/c... but then
simply shunted it with a silicon diode,
without asking any further questions! One
can only guess at the additional pyrotechnics
that must then have occurred, as the .
crippled, shorted electrolytic and hunky low-
resistance diode (fed straight from 117V
mains) battled it out in a sort of grim
electronic arm-wrestling contest. Amateurs!

Another worry: the wire-ended positive
connections to both reservoir and smoother
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are perilously routed through holes in the
chassis to circuit points beneath; this is OK
provided the plastic sleeving on the leads and
the rubber grommets guarding the holes are
all still present and correct. Don’t rely on this,
check these items, they may have perished.
You’ll also see from the schematic that,
because of the neutral-isn’t-chassis business
mentioned earlier, the negative connections to
these main electrolytics have also to be
isolated from chassis,and so the above
remarks apply to them too; additionally, both
cans must have insulating sleeves on them,
to prevent other, earthed elements from
touching them. This must be borne in mind
should either capacitor require replacement.

The Sonorette is young enough to have
plastic-covered wiring, and this is usually in
good shape, but do check the wires to R16
and the dial bulbs, and any that pass close
to the UL4l or UY41. Their insulation may
have been embrittled by heat and show
signs of crumbling.

This set has pitch condensers instead of
the more usual wax ones; they are just as
bad for leakage. Luckily there are not too
many of them. Don’t even think of trying the
set with the original C32 in place, (unless you
like a good bang, with hot pitch in your face).
The UL41 may give trouble; it’s a frequent

offender in other, larger sets. Even with a
new C30 there may be a strange positive _
voltage at its gn'd, and/or hum, worsening as
time goes on. These symptoms suggest grid
emission, unfortunately only curable by
replacement. As with the Alba, this is less
likely in a 100V HT set like this than in say a
DAC90A, because the valve has spent its life
with only half the HT voltage on it, unless of
course, it’s a second-hand replacement that
has already done time in another radio. In the
Sonorette, a good valve keeps so cool you
can grasp it with little discomfort not long
after turning the set off.

Apologies for the repetition of the following
advice from a previous article, but these
valves aren’t cheap anymore: With any “41 ”
series valve, never use force when trying to
insert it in its holder. The Sonorette has a
circular spring clip which can be temporarily
detached from the offending holder. lf
resistance is encountered, remove this clip
and gently try again. If there is still any more
than light resistance check the straightness
of the valve pins and the seating of the
contacts in the holder, before trying again.
When all is well replace the spring clip. You
probably won’t need to disturb the RF
bottles anyway-this receiver displays the
classic indifference to the emissive state of

its valves shown by many of its contempo-
raries. It doesn’t seem to matter a fig if the
UF41 is down to only 0.5 mA/V, when it
should be 2.3 mA/V, weak stations still come
romping in. Always a puzzle that, but
welcome nonetheless, since the Dario
Miniwatt valves originally fitted lose emission
just as badly as Mullard ones in Brit-sets.

Back to the capacitors: we mentioned
earlier that the Sonorette is one of those
sets where the first two valves are biassed
entirely by the AGC potential. This precious
voltage therefore must not be allowed to
leak to chassis through a duff C14, or find
its way on to the volume control via a faulty
C26. In the former case, local stations will
come blasting through with distortion and no
control; in the latter case, there’ll be mysteri-
ous changes in the dc anode potential of V3
as the volume pot wipes.

The author’s receiver was in quite good
trim when he acquired it, and fortunately did
not seem to require any IF alignment. I say
fortunately because the IF cores felt very
stiff. If you feel the urge to tweak them
please be gentle; if they seem to be stuck
apply a wee drop of oil and a moderate
amount of heat, wait a bit, then try again.
Never force them. Front—end alignment was
only a little out on the author’s set, and this
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Fig. 3

was soon remedied, the cores feeling a lot
more free in this area.

Sonorities; The Set in Action and a few
modifications

80 now, remembering to use a 1 17V
transformer, let’s connect the set to the
mains, and switch on.

One visible benefit of keeping the dial
bulbs out of the heater chain is that they
don’t go through that scary blazing bright...
then dim... then slowly bright again cycle
seen on normal 100mA heater AC/DC sets
during warm-up. Neither do they exhibit the
funny flicker effect that you only see from the
corner of your eye. The author’s receiver still
had the original bulbs fitted, suggesting that '
they had led unstressful lives.

On warm up, (which doesn’t take long), the
creditable gain of the receiver is immediately
apparent; even with no aerial, several local
MW stations come in well, and plugging in a
fifteen-foot antenna produces ample

coverage. Medium and Short-Wave perfor-
mance is very sprightly, LW slightly less so.
This high gain is presumably the product of
the highly-peaky lF transformers mentioned
eariier. Indeed, on weak transmissions, where
AGC action maximises the gain, there’s a
slight suggestion of that “phasey” sea-shell-
against-the-ear quality of near-instability.
Perhaps high IF amplification was sought by
the designers almost at the expense of
stability. In the author’s example, it was
found that this “phasey” effect could be
minimised by trying several UCH41’s and
using the one that sounded best.

Hunt-the—treble

So far so good, but we next move to the
little matter of sound quality. In its original
state, the Sonorette is... well, kind of mellow.
Any treble that might fight its way past the
highly-selective IF transformers is then
ruthlessly done in by the generously-valued
C25, C33 and the (somewhat misapplied)
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Tl'IethreeSonoravariantsoftheearly
1950’s Going down in size frornthe
Sonora 301 ‘Excellenoe’ (fig 1 )  also
known as ‘the Cadillac’ (forobvious
reasons)flrroughtothe$onora211 (fig
2),M1ichisin,manywaysthemissing link
betweenthe301 andtheSonorette,and
finally the cfiminutive Sonorette itself(fig 3).

audio negative feedback discussed earlier.
At the risk of sounding like a Hi-Fi World
article, I have to tell you that the NFB here
seems to make the sound very soggy
indeed; if R21 is removed from the speaker
and connected straight to deck the sound is
much more trebly and lively, and of course,
there’s more gain. Removal or alteration to
the abovementioned capacitors will then
produce further improvements. There’s also
C40 which is not mentioned on the original
circuit diagram. Removing this may also
improve things slightly.

Having done all this we are left with a lively
little radio, which despite its saucy seaside
postcard appearance, is no mere novelty set.
Its curvilinear form, which must for a while
have looked ludicrously outdated in the
rigidly rectangular 1960’s, now seems once
again modish; it could even be said to antici-
pate some of those black and bulbous
ghettoblasters you’ll see in Cornet and
Curry’s today, but then they could never have
the pert and cheeky charm of the Sonorette.



rospero’s WireleSs.......

was born three months after it was first
begun in November 1922. In fact we can

both share 75  years of existence; but there the
comparison ends.

The impetus to start writing my father’s
biography came when I was watching a well-
known presenter on BBC TV introduce a re-
run of the “Face to Face” interview of Lord
Reith by John Freeman. I heard the presenter
suggest that Lord Reith had created the BBC
‘more or less single handed’; and I thought...
‘hang on, this is ridiculous! Does he really
believe that? Surely there were a few others
involved...” I had in mind my father, P.P.
Eckersley, the fifth man to join the BBC who
said in 1958 that he knew he was the Chief
Engineer because he was the only engineer. I
knew there were are few others involved as
well; I had grown up knowing a lot of the
people who I knew had a hand in creating the
BBC. What on earth was the BBC doing
creating this myth of Reith as a kind of Sir
Francis Chichester, sailing round Langham
Place all on his own? There was one man I
knew quite well, my own father.

Peter Eckersley had joined the BBC in
February 1923 and worked with an ever-

I have something in common with the BBC. 1

Iii-$18 caress

growing team who literally created the British
Broadcasting Company out of five very small
seeds, the former City commercial radio
stations of London, Manchester, Birmingham,
Newcastle, Cardiff and Glasgow.

My late sister, Joan Le Grand, seized the
opportunity to fan my dismay into life. She
passed me a large box of my late father's
papers and said, “There! You were once an
engineer. You can write his biography”. At last,
she thought, he will have to find out
something about his father. He had left the
family when l was six years old. I knew him
solely by reputation. That was in 1986.

I began this search by going up to
Rochdale, where my father grew up.
Gradually, piece by piece the jigsaw came
together and l was meeting my father for the
first time. Eleven years later I had written
thousands of words, deleted thousands more
and gone through a course in writing, a stint of
archive rummaging at Caversham, Kew and
various Central London libraries, not to
mention a gruelling time learning how to use a
computer, followed by the essential need to
use an editor. Since no one wanted to publish
my book 1 then had to learn how to become a
publisher and. incidentally, how to become a
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businessman and an advertising agent. Now
that the printers have finally produced the
books I am learning that perfection is hard to
achieve, as I cope with revisions and errors. It
is a hard life!

Peter Eckersley began his wireless career
at school when the number of wireless
enthusiasts amongst the amateur population
was only a few hundred. His step-father, a
wealthy cotton mill owner, financed the
purchase of a chicken hut. He also financed
the purchase of bits and pieces for the
transmitter and receiver station which Peter
built himself, with the help of his lifelong
friend, Bob Best. This was at Bedales School.

The route to being a pioneer of radio was
through Manchester University where he
managed to struggle through a degree in
electrical engineering, only to find himself a
Wireless Equipment Officer in the Royal Flying
Corps at the age of twenty. He learnt from
Prince how thermionic valves worked and
witnessing the first communication from air to
ground (and vice versa) by a radio in an
aircraft. His adventures in the RFC took him to
Egypt, Salonika and the Western Front, where
he was shot down and crashed in the second
battle of the Somme. it was a time in which so
many were killed he, like many others, was
never the same thereafter.

He married in 1918 and had three children,
two of us while Peter was working for the
Marconi Company at Writtle. The story of the
ex-army hut at Writtle where the first British
regular public service broadcasting was born,
in 1922, has been told many times. 2MT
Writtle has, at last been recognised for what it
was, a piece of history. The hut has been
rescued from an uncertain fate as a school
cricket pavilion and is now in the Sandford Mill
Museum, a place for school children to learn
about the birth of broadcasting.

. Peter was the leader of a group of boffins
who were given the task of developing radio in
aircraft. To complement the aircraft side he
designed the radio station at Croydon airport
As a sideline the group was given the task of
building a transmitter for but a few hundred
radio amateurs who had asked the Govern-
ment for a British station to listen in to, adding
that they also wanted to calibrate their sets
from a reliable source. Extraordinary to tell,
there was no British public broadcasting in
early 1 922. It was not allowed, despite the fact
that many European nations had both
commercial and public service radio stations.
America had hundreds of competing commer-
cial stations. Britain had none... except 2MT.
In fact, the dam was about to burst as
companies like Marconi and MetroVick threat-
ened to take the law into their hands and start
their own wireless stations.

The story of how the BBC finally appeared
as a typically British compromise is covered in
the book, as well as the extraordinary
rearguard action which the ‘official’ Imperial
and International Communication authorities
put up against the encroachment of public
broadcasting. The fight which Peter Eckersley,
aided by Reith, carried on against what they
called - the power of the ‘essential services’ -
was truly heroic. The opposition to the BBC
and public broadcasting in general throughout
the worid existed for the reason that the

continued on page 22



New Life for an Old Bush
By Ian Liston-Smith

is is just how I recently came across a
Bush SUG3 AC mains LW/MW/SW
console set. It was much larger than the

sets that usually grab my attention, standing
nearly waist high, but it appeared to be in
reasonable condition and in need of a good
home.

The glass tuning scale was pretty grubby,
but completely undamaged. The veneer of the
wooden cabinet, although showing signs of
its 50  year life, was not seriously distressed.
The back was complete with all its retaining
clips and in good condition and still had the
quaint little metal plate pinned to it showing
that it was bought from Tricity House,
Maidenhead. The only visible problem of
some minor concern was the missing tuning
knob from the side.

The price ticket had previously shown £65,
but over that was another for £25. I heard
myself offering £17, and after I pointed out the
set's shortcomings — including the non-
moving wave—change pointer under the glass
dial, the missing mains lead and knob - the
proprietor accepted without haggling.
Presumably it had been occupying valuable
floor space for some weeks!

Initial checks
Once home, I removed the back to reveal a
very dusty chassis, some randomly cut wires
to the output transformer and an incongruous
looking VT91 valve. The speaker had been
changed relatively recently and the oval
replacement was mounted on a couple of

wooden battens. But apart from that it
seemed pretty intact.

After replacing the VT91 with an EF39, |
roughly rejoined the cut wires, but I still cannot
understand the original purpose of this
seemingly pointless act! A quick check
revealed no obvious mains input shorts, and I
saw that the correct mains tapping was
selected.

After connecting a suitable mains lead to
the protruding pins at the back of the case, I
slowly wound up the volts from my Variac to
see if the radio had any life at all. (I have found
that a Variac fed from a mains isolating
transformer and the use of a 250 mA mains
fuse provides sufficient protection should
anything break down during initial tests.)

With about 1 50  volts it was showing distinct
signs of life - the dial bulb and heaters were
glowing dimly and a faint hum came from the
speaker. I left it like this for about 45 minutes
after which all seemed well. I then gradually
turned up the votts when I became faintly
aware of a gentle fizzing, very rapidly followed
by a loud ‘FFSSHHHOOOOSSSH’!

After disconnecting the mains and peering
inside the cabinet, the culprit was obvious -
hot goo was still dripping from the waxed
paper mains filter capacitor. This wasn’t
surprising as it’s very rare for these to be
functioning safely in sets of any significant
age, and the rating printed on the side of this
one was only 350  volts, so it had done well to
last this long really. After snipping it out l
continued winding up to the full 245 volts and
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Trawling the second hand shops for
our particular treasure tends to be a,
depressing task these days. The
usual charity shops no longer handle
mains operated equipment in case
the local Trading Standards find it to
be unsafe. However, very occasion-
ally in a proper so-called ‘antique
shop’, a set worth a closer look may
occasionally be spotted skulking
under some mangy stuffed animal or
nestling amongst long unused
household knick-knacks.

then connected my 60 foot outdoor aerial. The
radio was moderately lively on all three bands
without any instability so nothing was serious-
ly wrong with it.

Out of the cabinet
Dismantling was not a quick matter as the
control knob grub screws were inaccessible
without removing the speaker and turning the
cabinet completely upside down. But once on
the bench the condition of the chassis
appeared to be fair, with only a couple of
resistors that begged attention, and of course
all those nasty wax paper capacitors! The
aber insulation of the wiring was perfect -—
not a common sight in my experience in a set
this old. A vacuum cleaner hose and half inch
paint brush removed all the accumulated dust.

Turning the chassis upside—down revealed
a sliding noise from within one of the IF
transformers, indicating that a core was
broken from its threaded brass rod. This was
confirmed when the signals came up signifi—
cantly while the set was upturned.

The radio had obviously had very little work
carried out on it before. The first thing I do is to
remove all the wax paper capacitors and
replace them with modern ones of appropriate
voltage which was an easy job on this chassis.

There is a school of thought that one should
only replace the leaky ones, but most will be
past their best by now, or soon will be.
Removing them saves time in the long run and
should result in years of reliable service. I
replaced the electrolytics at the same time,

'«
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Opposite page: the Bush SUGB ‘before'
Below. and the Bush 5t3 ‘after’
Top right: chassis ‘before’
Lower Right: chassis ‘after'

together with the two stressed looking high
wattage resistors.

The valves were tested and all found to be
good. The valve holders, variable capacitor
and switches received a very thorough squirt-
ing of cleaner.

Subsequent voltage check showed
everything to be within about 15% of what it
should be. The radio was significantly more
lively now, and once I had glued together the
broken IF core and tweaked both IF
transformers using the wobbulator, it really
sounded very promising. However, according
to the test calibration points printed on the
tuning plate under the pointer, the tuning
needed some considerable adjustment. I
assumed that these points corresponded with
the markings on the glass scale. The cabinet
was being professionally restored, so I
couldn’t check this because the SUGB, in
common with many sets, has the glass scale
fitted to the case and not the chassis.

Alignment
With the tuning capacitor fully closed, the
pointer was already in the correct position
according to the Bush service sheet, so I then
set about a thorough realignment using a
signal generator, counter and ‘scope across
the AGC line.

This whole exercise did not go well. The
tracking was all over the place and a number
of trimmers were fully open without reaching
the peak in signal. Not only that, but the
inductor cores were mostly inaccessible, and

held in place by locking nuts. Any re—tighten-
ing of these nuts moved the core! Hours later
I realised sensitivity and dial accuracy were as
good as they were going to get.

During this time I became aware of intermit-
tent crackling and occasional instability. The
instability turned out to be due to the output
transformer wires getting too close to the
volume control wires while the chassis was
being moved about on the bench. The
crackling was more difficult to track down, but
was eventually pinpointed when minute
sparks were seen in the wave change switch.
This was caused by the HT tracking across
dirty paxolin wafers to earth. No amount of
spray cleared this, so dismantling of the wave
change switch was the only possible next
step. This turned out to be quite a job, but
cleaning fluid and a glass fibre brush eventu-
ally did the trick.

Of course the disturbance of the wiring in
this area again required some re-alignment of
the aerial and oscillator circuits! In doing this,
the tuning now became erratic. This was
traced to the tuning capacitor shorting to
chassis via the perished rubber grommets
used to mount it.

Although the frame of this capacitor is
earthed to the receiver chassis via copper
braid, the grommet mountings were presum-
ably used to reduce microphony. The varying
earth path for the tuning capacitor affected
the oscillator frequency. This required another
tedious dismantling to replace the grommets.

By this time the wire drive cord was
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beginning to fray, so I replaced this too!

The cabinet
A professional was used to restore the cabinet.
Wood restoration is not an area I am familiar
with, particulany as this one had three different
finishes, so I considered it worth paying for a
proper job. I asked the restorer to keep the dull
brown colour around the centre escutcheon,
dial and sides, and to use the light side of the
new speaker cloth that I had provided, which
matched the original pretty well. (In my experi-
ence old speaker cloth rarely comes off in one
piece for cleaning, and if it does it tends to
shrink or disintegrate in water!)

This cabinet work was to cost me £80 and
presumably is typical so be warned...

Three weeks later the cabinet arrived - but
was not quite what I was expecting.
Technically I guess it was a good job - the
craftsman was certainly proud of his work.
The wood grain now stood out beautifully,
but he had used black to colour the recesses
around the knobs and dial areas. He also
decided that a better look was now obtained
by using the darker side of the speaker cloth.
Well it did match better, but it was now signif-
icantly different from the original and not
what I’d asked for. If he had appreciated that
some of the original colouring was chosen to
match the brown bakelite knobs, (which of
course I had kept!) I expect he’d have stuck
to my instructions. -

With hindsight, I could have probably
restored the cabinet myself - and for consid-

oonfinuedonnextpage
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erably less than £80! Lacking bass As seen from the circuit, the mains switch is

Reassembling
During this time i acquired a round replace-
ment 10  inch Celestion 3!) speaker which
fitted the mountings exactly. Unfortunately the
new speaker cloth had been put on badly, but
as its accompanying documentation stated
that it could be tightened by applying heat, I
removed the baffle and placed it next to a
radiator for 15 minutes. It then became tight
as a drum.

1 refinished the knobs using black shoe
polish, which darkened them a little to suit the
new ‘colour scheme’ of the cabinet. The glass
dial was carefully cleaned and centred in its
mounting. Then I installed the chassis,
borrowed a knob (well, taken - unless I can get
another!) from a DAC90 to replace the missing
tuning knob and switched the set switched on.

The radio warmed to life, but it soon
became apparent that the dial calibration was
about a third of an inch out on all bands.
Squinting through the dial, I could see that the
calibration points on the plate under the
pointer did not correspond to the glass dial
markings above it! Everything was properly
centred, but they just did not line up. Proper
calibration was impossible with the chassis in
the cabinet as none of the inductors in the
aerial or oscillator circuits were accessible.
The only solution was to trace the glass dial
markings, remove the chassis and put the
tracings under the pointer while realigning.

This time all the inductors and capacitors
peaked just as expected. It was still a tricky
chassis to do this with, but worth the trouble
in the end.

It was not until sometime later that it
occurred to me that the dial plate calibration
points actually lined up with one of the sides
of‘ the rather wide pointer, and not with its
painted black line. In fact it appears that the
dots correspond with the right hand edge of
the pointer, though I found no reference to this
in any documentation. This little knowledge
would have saved hours of grief!

Considering the size of the speaker and
cabinet, it became obvious there was a
distinct lack of bass. l temporarily increased
the AF coupling capacitors, but to no effect so
I had a look at the negative feedback network
from the cathode of the output valve (C25 and
R15 in circuit diagram). Removing this
altogether revealed a great improvement! But
i decided to juggle the values a little and
ended up reducing the capacitor in this
network from 0.05pF to 0.001 pF.

Sometime later I read in Wireless World’s
‘National Radio Exhibition Report’ of October
1947 that Bush had introduced ‘Bi-Focal
Tone’ as a new feature that year. It stated that
this form of negative feedback was intended
to broaden the frequency response on strong
stations with the volume turned down.
Presumably Bush selected these components
for the required effect with the original
speaker and transmitted audio frequencies
used at the time, but they clearly did not suit
the present combination. Incidentally, the
virtually identical circuit of the Bush SUG9l
console, also with a 10  inch speaker, did not
incorporate this feedback arrangement.

I also removed one of the tone correction
capacitors (C33) from across the output
transformer. Most broadcasters now transmit
less treble than they did in the past for various
good reasons, and the treble cut control on
the SUG3 was already more than adequate.

It looked and sounded great now, and that
should be the end of the tale. However, it had
one more trick...

Potential disaster
0n returning to the house after an absence of
a few days, I saw that the radio was on. I
doubted I had left it like that, so expected the
mains switch might have failed and shorted.
But the true cause was more intriguing.

While I was away there had been a power
cut. This should not normally be a problem,
but for a probable voltage spike and the
design of the SUGB - and a number of other
sets for that matter.
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a single pole type, only breaking the neutral if
correctly connected. As this control was in
good condition, I had decided not to change it
for a double pole type.

The aerial l was using was a spare FM aerial
on the roof, just using the braid for signal pick-
up. What appears to have happened is that a
voltage spike - probably in some way related
to the mains failure — broke down the insula-
tion of the new lkV  aerial coupling capacitor,
C1 . This effectively earthed the chassis via the
primary of the aerial coupling coil; the mains
current then ran from the chassis, up through
the aerial co-ax, and down through another
aerial co—ax connected to the hi-fi tuner which
was earthed!

lwasluckythatattheveryleastthecofl
didn’t burn out while carrying all the mains
cwrent of the set. As it happened no damage
was done. This faulty capacitor and the one
coupling the chassis to the earth sod<et (C3)
havebothbeenreplacedwithnew4.5 kVtypes.
Another aerial arrangement is now in use... (Yes
I know - if I’d left the original wax one in place it
might not have failed, but all the modem
replacements were rated at 1 W, I thought this
was more than adequate. So beware when
using unusual arrangements for aenals!)

I decided to offer the experiences of the
Bush SUG3 to anyone just starting on this
type of restoration to know what they may be
letting themselves in for!

Friends noticing the Bush for the first time
have asked me what it is now worth. Well, the
design is big and not particularly elegant or
sought after. I expect it is almost certainly
worth less than I’ve spent on it in materials
alone, let alone the estimated 50 hours I took
to complete it. I very much doubt that anyone
in their right mind would offer me anything
near what I would sell it for!!

Original details:
Released autumn 1947
Price £30. 95.0d including PT.
Weight 25 lbs
Size 29 xi  6% x 8% inches



Bakelite Style
Edited by Tessa Clarke

Not so much a new book, but an
amalgamation of three existing books
published by Apple: ‘Bakelite’ by
Patrick Cook & Catherine Slessor with
contributions by Gad Sassower,
‘Bakelite jewellry’ by Tony Grasso and
the pictorial section from Robert
Hawes and Gad Sassower’s ‘Bakelite
Radios’, luckily most of the text from
the original is missing, leaving us with
the book’s main strength, its pictures,
to deal with.

The radio section deals only with
radios manufactured from thermoset-
ting plastics, ie Urea Formaldehyde,
Bakelite, Cast Phenolics etc. under
the familiar generic banner of
‘Bakelite’. Radios are dealt with
nationally, so that you see sections
headed ‘France’, ‘USA’, ‘Australia’
etc. The pictures on the whole are
rather good and concentrate in the
main on the exotic and collectable end
of the Wireless spectrum.

Gad Sassower has provided some
lively captions to the illustrations but 1
wish he would use the word ‘desirable’

a bit less; funnily enough this word was
overused a bit by John Sidelli in his
excellent book on catalin radios. Most
of Gad’s captions hit the mark, but the
KB BMZO is circa 1947, not 1950.

Some of the examples of radios
used in the book could have been
better. (there isn’t that many, but a
‘reference’ book should be close to
perfection) there is a Philco 444,
Ekco’s AD75 & UAW78 with wrong
grille cloths, a loudspeaker on page 49
with a cracked base, a rather ropey
Sobellette 439 and a TV22 with a crack
on the side. All these sets are relative-
ly easy to find in better condition.
Strangely enough, the genuinely exotic
stuff is in tip-top condition.

It’s not a bad book, but that patron-
ising ‘deco’ graphic design gets irritat-
ing after a while. It would be so much
better if the design of the book was
clean, simple and straightforward. If
you hunger for the exotic and hard to
acquire, this book is for you.

Carl Glover

‘Bakelite Style’ edited by Tessa Clark
£14.99
ISBN 1-85076—863-3
Available from most bookshops

Time Moves On
by David Read

Two events marked 1997 as the end of an era
as far as frequency standards and radio are
concerned.

The first of these was the death of Louis
Essen FRS on 24th of August. He was born in
Nottingham in 1908 and joined the National
Physical Laboratory from Nottingham
University College in 1929. From the beginning
Essen worked on quartz crystal oscillators and
his talent was soon proved when Essen—ring
quartz oscillators became the pre-war time
and frequency standard. During the war he
worked on the design and calibration of cavity
resonator wavemeters at high radio frequen-
cies which led him to explore the speed of light
based on measurements of the radio-frequen-
cy resonances in a cylindrical cavity. Essen
needed diplomacy, tenacity and courage
because his first results in 1946 gave the
speed of light as some 1 6km/s higher than the
internationally accepted figure; however, his
results were confirmed in 1950. Post war
Essen is best known for his achievement in
establishing the caesium beam resonator as
the method of comparing atomic time with
astronomical time scales in 1955: the ‘atomic
clock’. Amongst the many honours he
received, perhaps the most interesting was the
AS. Popov Gold Medal of the USSR Academy
of Sciences for outstanding work in the field of
scientific radio. Election to Fellowship of the
Royal Society came in 1960.

The second event occurred on the last day
and at the last moment of the year when
Morse as the international language of
emergency and distress passed into history.
British Telecom closed its Morse monitoring

service on 500Hz, recognising that under the
requirements of the International Maritime
Organisation, Morse must be replaced by the
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System
using satellites by February 1999. The
Americans and French had already stopped '
their Morse monitoring services, and in any
case the Royal Navy had ceased training its
sailors in the use of Morse code for wireless
transmission in the summer of 1996.

The importance of radio in knowing ‘where
the weather is' at sea is fundamental. Before
the transmission of weather and time signals
in the first decade of the century, voyages
took place more or less in the dark, and skilful
navigators were able to avoid the extremes of
weather by the study of storm theory and
observation of their barometers. Morse ended
those days of ‘groping in the dark' and
enabled ships at sea to report on and share
weather conditions around the globe. The use
of 505 in saving lives is too well known to
require elaboration. Today, a family of 24
satellites constantly send out time signals and
enable the operation of the GPS - the Global
Positioning System. Provided that a special
radio can receive the time signals of three
satellites, it can calculate how far away each
satellite is and use triangulation to work out its
own position anywhere in the world. This
contrasts with the position in 1905 when the
first formal and regular spark transmission of
time and weather signals was started from the
U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington in
order to provide safety in navigation and the
avoidance of severe weather at sea. This was
followed in Europe by spark transmissions of
time and weather which started from the Eiffel
Tower in 1909. By 1913 a network of observa-
tories around the globe were pooling their
clocks by radio to arrive at a time standard of
co-ordinated accuracy.
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The death of Louis Essen and the Morse
monitoring services passed almost unnoticed
by the public, but nevertheless represented a
significant point in the continuum of general
consciousness of radio listeners. As far as the
British public (as distinct from observatories,
navigators, radio operators, and other special-
ists) is concerned, the advent of public
broadcasting and the BBC brought time and
weather signals into every home. From
November 1922 time signals were transmitted
before the news at 7pm and 9pm by an
announcer playing the Westminster Chimes,
firstly on a piano and then on tubular bells
installed for the purpose; hardly the last word
in accuracy, and not to be compared to listen-
ing to the Eiffel Tower on your Tempus Crystal
set! This proved so popular with the listeners
that an order was placed with the
Synchronome Company for master clocks and
slave dials to be installed. The tick of a master
clock was provided by microphone to the
announcer who could then count down the
last 5 seconds and sound a gong on the hour.
It was Frank Hope-Jones the inventor of the
Synchronome who proposed in 1923 that a
regular service of accurate pips might be
provided by the Royal Observatory and
broadcast by the BBC. Equipment was duly
designed and the Greenwich Time Signal was
broadcast from 5th February 1924, the signal
consisting of six pips starting 5 seconds
before the time and ending on the precise
minute. The co—ordination of several observa-
tory clocks by wireless to provide mean time
was now available to anyone with a radio. The
age of watch and clock makers requiring a
Tempus crystal set was certainly over, and
with Louis Essen aged 16 and in secondary
education, the new ages of quartz, atomic
frequencies, and unfortunately, 24 hour TV
“Weather Bunnies” _was just around the corner.
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t the beginning of the Great War, a
person with some knowledge of radio ,
5 well as aeroplanes might have been

surprised to learn that these two technolo-
gies, that were to revolutionise warfare, were
already combined in the mind of a Mr. M.A.
Codd, living in London at 64 Belvedere
Road, Lambeth. In fact, the first airborne units
in the military forces of the United Kingdom
had already been established as early as
1911 with an Aeroplane Company of the
Royal Engineers. In May 1912 the Royal
Flying Corps was formed with both army and
navy wings, and on July 1 st 1914 the naval
wing became the Navy’s own Royal Naval Air
Service. On April ls t  1918, all these separate
services were combined to form the Royal
Air Force, the world’s first military air service
independent of army and navy control.
' At the outbreak of hostilities in 1914, both

land and sea forces used aircraft primarily in
a reconnaissance role. However, the engines
of heavier-than-air machines at this time
could hardly lift their own weight, to say
nothing of the airframe and a pilot. In spite of
this, spotter aircraft in the RFC proved to be

To mend-q d'
Induction

a decisive means of reconnaissance, and
with improvement in engines, fighter aircraft
armed with machine guns appeared in 1915
and airborne support of infantry a year later.
Strategic bombing also developed over the
whole period of the war, and, by 1917 two—
seater spotter planes that could fly above
20,000 feet had also been developed.

At sea, similar progress was made, with
long range land-based reconnaissance and
anti-submarine flights, and, remarkably by
1916, the beginning of primitive carriers, with
Sopwith Pups being flown off the decks of
converted merchant ships. By 1918 the
Royal Navy had a converted passenger liner,
the Argus, that could land and launch planes
on a flight deck extending from bow to stem
whilst under way. This was the world’s first
through-deck carrier and proved both the
concept and the working prototype for all
later carriers.

All of which brings me back to Mr. Codd,
whose ideas for combining flying and radio
transmission had been lodged at the Patent
Office. On the 1 1th  October 1915, Codd’s
patent was accepted under number 14,382
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in Class 38(V), Electrical Switches, which
specified an induction coil trembler designed
for wireless telegraphy signalling by spark
transmitter in aeroplanes. it is this patent
which was used in the standard airborne
transmitters manufactured by Marconi (and
others) in the Great War period. The Type
52b was an enlarged and more powerfiJl
version of the original Type 52 and was
bought by the Royal Naval Air Service. The
instructions for this W/T Apparatus were
promulgated to Officers of the RNAS in a
pamphlet dated 15th April 1916, and duly
called attention to penalties attaching to any
“infraction” of the Official Secrets Act. The
complete transmitter consists of: induction
coil, condenser, primary inductance, spark
gap, aerial inductance, aerial ammeter, key
and telephone jack/switch for receiver
connection. Complete with batteries it
weighed 50 lbs and came with aluminium
battens on the back of the box to facilitate
mounting in the aircraft. The Air Department
of the Royal Navy anticipated the transmitter
being used throughout the variety of
aeroplanes in service, making it clear that in

continuedonnextpage
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very small planes i.e. those with a very small
capacitance, some additional inductance
should be added to the aerial circuit for use
on long waves, in order to prevent the
length of trailing aerial from becoming
unwieldy. The jack/switch provides a very
simple Send-Receive facility which at the
same time disables the transmitter when in
the receive position.

The example illustrated in the Bulletin was
made by Johnson & Phillips of London and
the main photograph for the bulletin shows a
detailed view of the transmitter with the front
door off so that the large type induction coil,
cupped spark gap and trembler, both with
provision for fine adjustment, can be seen.
The induction coil is made by the High
Tension Company of Westminster, London,
and mounted on it is the trembler of Codd’s
design. it is provided with extra large
platinum make and break contacts whose
gap is adjusted by a large contact screw
engraved ‘initial adjustment’, the two visible
holes allowing the insertion of a screw driver
to lock the compression of a spring washer
so that the adjustment doesnot drift. The
blade of the trembler in Codd’s design does
not have a free end; instead it is held by a
final or fine adjustment of the tension by a
buffer screw engraved ‘running adjustment’.
The spark gap, also mounted on the
induction coil, is of standard cupped
construction, one end of which is adjustable
from the outside of the instrument by means
of an insulated milled handle with associated

locking wheel. Gauze ventilation windows in
the door prevent an undesirable accumula-
tion of ozone. A photograph of the general
view shows the top panel and the condenser
on the rear. Three terminals and a shorting
link on the condenser enable switching
between short and long waves. ‘Precise’
tuning (dependent on aerial length and size
of aircraft) is by variometer, and the tuning
control and scale are clearly displayed in the
main photograph above the door opening.
Also illustrated are the abridged patent
specification for Mr. Codd's transmitter
trembler for use in aeroplanes, and the circuit
diagrams from the RNAS operating manual.
The larger diagram shows the position of
external components, and it can be seen by
comparing these with the adjacent
photograph, that the hot wire ammeter is
missing from its place on the top of the box
next to the jack/switch.

I found this fine instrument in the most
unusual circumstances. Under the streets of

_ London there exists a network of tunnels so
that a small gauge unmanned electric railway
can quickly deliver the mail of the General
Post Office between the six main sorting '
offices of the postal districts. The tunnels for
the Post Office Railway were started in 1913,
interrupted during WI, and completed in
1926 with trains running from 1927. The
original trains were replaced in 1981 and at
peak hours there is a train each way every
four minutes. it is the only railway of its kind
in the world and a year or two ago rail
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historians and enthusiasts entered the
network to take photographs. Thus was
found the Royal Naval Air Service Transmitter
Type 52b which had lain unnoticed for safe
keeping, probably since between the wars.
With no record of ownership it was quickly
acquired by a photographer, who didn’t know
what it was, and then by myself who did. It
was dry and in perfect condition except that
for some reason the hot wire ammeter had
been removed, and replaced by the small
terminal block adjacent to the jack box and
clearly visible in the smaller photograph. The
terminal block is contemporary with the
instrument, and was almost certainly fitted
whilst in service to allow the ammeter to be
located at a more convenient location in the
cockpit of the aircraft for reading the aerial
current. As the transmitter delivers 100 watts,
the ammeter connection is in any case
across a low resistance shunt so the modifi-
cation was very easy to do.

Finding a WWI aircraft transmitter has
some sentimental meaning for me as my
father joined the Royal Flying Corps and got
his wings toward the end of the war. Sopwith
Pups and Camels were his flying machines
and were used as reconnaissance aircraft
with some training for the use of airborne
machine guns also taking place. The final
(poor quality) photographs show him, the
Sopwiths, and a machine gun training rig. He
died before I found the transmitter so will
never know if he would have remembered
using such an instrument.



RADIO IN THE 19305
Pat natt strikes a jarring note, photography by Mark Groep

Some readers may know that my
wireless interests are focused
mainly on the 19205 or earlier,
coming to a halt at the end of
1929 with a few exceptions. l
don’tiry to defend this view or
criticise anyone who thinks
otherwise, but may I present
some personal thoughts for what
they’re worth.

great variety of styles of components,
circuitry and construction resulting from

the huge number of manufacturers, some very
small, all feeling their way through unfamiliar
technology. It must be said that the cabinets

The attraction of 1920’s sets for me is the

Above left: The Defiant M900-gross.

Centre: The Ekco AD65-innovative, but hardly a
fliirigofbewty.

Right: The Philco ‘Peoples Set’-pleasing as any
in this period.

and panel presentation of this period were
functional rather than decorative, although
early AJS sets were an exception to this and
there is certainly some aesthetic attraction in
polished ebonite, shining brass terminals and
exposed valves.

But during the 19305 the ‘works’ of radios
were confined either to simple inexpensive
TRF or, increasingly, to standard superhet
circuitry: most sets came to be much the
same inside - apart from a few such as the
strange Philips Superinductances - so an
important feature for collectors must be the
variations in cabinet design. Now I have to
admit to being a Philistine in this area, finding
the 19305 a rather sterile period in terms of
design. I know about the Bauhaus and Art
Deco influences, but they strike me generally
as involving incidental decoration rather than

worthwhile adventures with shape and form.
Looking through Jonathan Hill's invaluable

picture gallery in Radio Radio, the great majori-
tyof193055et55eemhardlytostrayfromthe
rectangular wooden brown box, differentiated
only by some fancy inlays or add-on bars and
similar features. Not many are to my mind
particularly attractive or interesting.

But even for me there are examples here
and there which do show successful attempts
to get away from the commonplace, an eariy
one being the 1930 Lumophon AC3 which
escapes from the boring rectangle with quite
pleasing curves, as does the imported
American Peter Pan of 1931.

Murphy were more conscious than many
others of the need for good contemporary
design, and their A8 of 1932, while an
uncompromisingly rectangular box, shows
pleasing simplicity relieved by a striking
geometric pattern of loudspeaker grille. In the

. . . . .

later Murphy A34 of 1937, the swept-back
upper panel is a welcome relief from the usual
vertical format .

Ekco of course were certainly not stuck in
the conventional rut, and I find their 1934
AC85 a well—balanced and agreeable design.
The 1934 AD65 round Ekco and its succes-
sors were indeed innovative and stood out
from the crowd, although they are hardly
things of beauty.

In the later 19305, McMichael took some
trouble with external design, as in their Model
137 of 1937 and the neat Model 381 of 1938.

But the set I find as pleasing as any in this
period is the Philco Model 333 People’s Set of
1936. The rounded and swept-back cabinet
seems to take excellent advantage of the
opportunities offered by Bakelite moulding.

Turning now to notably unsuccessful
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designs, Philips must take the wooden spoon
for many of their models. An eariy example is
the 2531 of 1930 of which the cabinet looks
more like a garage toolbox. The following year
they had another try, but the 930A with its
pointed top must surely rank as the ugliest
radio ever seen. In 1933 came the
Superinductance 634A, which I know many
people like, but which to me seems just a
ponderous lump!

Other particularly unattractive offerings are
the 1933 Ferranti Gloria with its vulgar decora-
tive inlay; the absurd G.E.C. Compact Three
of 1934; and the gross Defiant M900 of 1935.

Of course even bad or undistinguished
designs are representative of their period and,
as part of the history, become legitimate
objects of interest. There are indeed many
examples of bad or eccentric technical design
to be found in the 19205 which 1 prize for the
very fact of their oddity; and similarly I

recognise that some things from the 19305
may actually be all the more interesting
because of their design failings. So by all
means collect them and love them, but pause
before claiming that many from that period
had much in the way of artistic merit.

However, after that rather dismal decade
and the war period, things began to pick up
and the 19305 stayed buried in their brown
coffins. Developments in miniaturisation, the
advent of transistors and the availability of a
wider range of plastic materials gave design-
ers greater scope which they have well
exploited to offer increasingly enterprising and
lively products Which can be fun even when
some tip over into the kitsch and vulgar.

No doubt some members will find my views
objectionable; so dip your pens in w'uiol and
start the flak coming!



North American ‘Woodies’
by Simon Wade, photography by Mark Groep

Much has been debated about catalin radios. The cheaply made
American radios from the late ‘303 to the mid 40’s. However - one of the
most collectable aspects of these sets is the fact that no single example
is alike. The extent of marbling and shade is often so different that collec-
tors of the genre find it difficult to part with identical models. We Brits
rarely have this choice, although our astute Editor would
argue that the KB BM20 probably falls into this
category. Brown and black bakelite, after one has
seen the lot, loses its appeal - and so does
wood. However the hundreds of
American radio manufacturers spent
an awful lot of time and effort trying
to catch the eye of the consumer
and get them to buy something
‘different’. As WWII broke out
they were worried about
plastic radios being ‘on the
way out’ with up to 10% of
cabinets being returned
cracked, something that
rarely happens with
wood. Of course wood
has its own problems,
especially in the humid
areas found the south-
ern states of the US.

During the stratos-
pheric increase in the
values of most catalin
sets. mainly during the
80’s, the wooden vers-
ions of these models have
been largely left out. I have
a substantial collection of
catalin sets and love the
wooden ones just as much.
Wood may often be seen as
‘boring’ but these often complement
the more ‘expendable’ version. They
were less popular than their plastic
cousins and therefore rarer. it hasn’t been
easy building up such a collection.

The Addison A5 is one of the most ‘architecturally
magnificent’ plastic radios manufactured, available in five different
colour combinations. The Fada ‘Temple’ appeals more to the average eye,
but neither set loses much in a ‘poorer cousin' wooden cabinet. l have
recently been offered a vinyl covered wooden ‘Temple’ for £500.
Expensive, yes, but it may well be a mistake to turn it down. The wooden
Addison A2 is rather disappointing at first sight. The catalin/plaskon
version is my favourite design of all with more than twenty different colour
combinations. Where is the stunning ‘waterfall’ grille with matching

streamlined trim? However it does possess a certain appeal. The RCA
‘Little Nipper’, likewise, is rather plain and seems to lose a little in wood,
considering how stunning it looks in marbleized yellow and red. The
Emerson ‘Big Miracle’ in an Ingraham cabinet is really rather beautiful.
Perhaps the handle gives it that little ‘extra’. One of the most appealing,

desirable and rare catalin sets is the Fada L56, especially in
marbleized emerald. Whilst the wooden one loses its

handle and adopts a curved side, it retains a
certain aura - with the very unusual wooden

louvred speaker fret being its saviour
perhaps. The classic Kadette

‘Clockette’ has three wooden
variants: the ‘Moderne’, the

‘Sheraton’ and the ‘Colonial’.
The one illustrated is the

closest in appearance to its
catalin cousin. There are still
more to add to my collec-
tion: especially the much-
rumoured Fada ‘Bullet’.
An Emerson ‘Tomb-
stone’ exists, and var-
ious interchangeable
versions of it’s ‘Little
Miracle’. Emerson used
many cabinets -' often
using the same chassis.
The ‘Strad’ is included
here as an example of

Emerson’s prolific use of
‘lngraham’ cabinets which

were manufactured by a
separate company and

championed largely by them.
The unusual ‘Memento’ featur-

ing the ‘daughter-next-door’ is
the only battery set illustrated.

The other two sets feature a
most attractive Majestic with alumini-

um plates: a very popular style of table
radio. Finally the Detrola ‘Bluebird’. Very few

circular wooden sets exist - the Wilcox-Gay A17,
the Stewart Warner ‘Good Companion’ and the General

Television ‘Spy’ are the ones that spring to mind. In 1936 Detrola,
who themselves claim one of the rarest catalin sets in their stable
manufactured perhaps the most aesthetically appealing circular radio in
a wooden cabinet in history. This radio is excrutiatingly rare!

I would be more than happy to help ambitious collectors should they
be interested in ‘straying from these shores’.

Next Bulletin - trading and swapping overseas

Centre: Detrola "Bluebird'
Lower left: Addison A5

Lower Right: Fada ‘Temple’
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Left: The wooden equiva-
lent of the Addison A2

Right: RCA ‘Littie Nipper'

Left: The wooden variant of
the Emerson ‘Big Miracle’

Right: Wooden version of
Fade L56

Left: Majestic

Right: Wooden version of
Kadette ‘Clockette'

Left: Emerson ‘M’emento’

Right: Emerson ‘Strad’
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The Perophone
Type UD

‘ byPatLeggatt
In the last three Bulletins | find I have written
about two American sets and one French.
“Heavens!” I said to myself “they'll think I've
gone native”. So to restore my credentials
here is something about a little set that is
emphatically British.

I say it is emphatically British because the
makers seemed anxious to impress this upon
us by marking the cabinet ‘British
Manufacture: Perophone Ltd. London.
England and by stamping an inner wooden
case with ‘Manufactured under Marconi
Patents, for Private use in Great Britain’. It is a
1-valve set with the GPO number 1 108 which
I would date as eariy 1923; but I have not
found any reference to Perophone in
advertisements or elsewhere apart from a
bare mention of the name in Gordon Bussey’s
Vintage Crystal Sets’.

The set itself has one or two unusual
features. The most obvious is that the
valveholder is a special angled type, so that
the valve is mounted partly sideways enabling
the cabinet lid to be closed with the valve in
place. Another unexpected feature is that
removing the panel reveals that the works are
enclosed in an inner wooden case as
mentioned above: there seems no purpose in
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this case apart from carrying the Marconi
patent notice.

The circuit comprises a leaky-grid detector
which is straightforward apart from the anode
feedback into the aerial circuit. The three
sections of the tuning coil are all wound on a
single former, and I can only assume that the
anode feedback section gives a modicum of
fixed reaction to liven things up. The Post
Office regulations forbade reaction which
could cause the aerial to radiate, and certain-
ly I have found that it is not possible to
persuade this set to oscillate.

One last surprise is the filament resistance
control: two steps of 0.5 ohms each seem
hardly worth having. The panel is engraved for
4 volts LT supply (although a 2 volt valve was
fitted in the set as I acquired it) and I
wondered at first if an R valve was intended
with which 0.5 ohms would produce
appreciable control over the 0.75 amp
filament current. But in fact an R valve would
be too long to fit inside the lid, even with the
angled valveholder. The panel is engraved
with the letter ‘P’ beside the valvehoider, but
this doesn’t seem to offer any clue that I can
interpret.

So, as often happens with me, I have an
intriguing little set posing a few unanswered
questions. If anyone can offer any ideas I
would be most grateful.
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‘Prospero’s W'reless’ continued from page 11

world’s armed services and the Civil Service
authorities had been using wireless on ships for
Morse communication for years. These author-
ities feared the intrusion of the public broad-
casters into their hitherto exclusive rights.
Compounded with the problem was the short-
age of medium and long wave radio frequen-
cies. As the Imperial Services gradually lost
that fight and public broadcasting in Europe
exploded, a new and much more serious
problem took over... wireless interference.

It is to the eternal credit of Peter
Eckersley, representing the BBC, that his

initiative and drive brought most of the
European nations together and sorted out the
problem. Peter became the first President of
the Technical Committee of the Union
Internationale de Radiophonie. Admiral
Carpendale of the BBC became the first
President of the General Council of the UIR.
Their headquarters was in Geneva and the
General Secretary was Arthur Burrows,
formerly of the BBC. Eventually the UIR
became the present day European
Broadcasting Union (EBU). The book traces
the origins of the European organisation back
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to 1925 and an afternoon meeting at Savoy
Hill, chaired by Peter Eckersley, where the
nitty-gritty of future European cooperation
was born. The seeds of Public Service
Broadcasting were sown in the years in which
Peter was at the BBC.

On the engineering side he master-
minded the simultaneous broadcasting
technique, the use of wireless transmission by
cable (a life-long obsession), the research into
aerial design (with his brother Tom Eckersley.
F.R.S.), the use of twin wave transmission,
followed by High Power transmission

oontinuedonpage36



Who made Baird’s Hatbox work in 1923?,W.
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e contribution made by Victor Mills to
John Logie Baird’s early experiments in
television is well known to television

historians, but not so familiar to those of us
who are not specialists in this field.

In 1923 Baird in his attic workshop in
Hastings had set up his early attempt at a
television system. In front of an electric light
bulb and bicycle-lamp focusing lens, a small
cardboard ‘Maltese cross’ threw a shadow of
this shape. The light then passed through the
spiral of holes in a rotating Nipkow disc made
from an old cardboard hatbox, and the image
of the Maltese cross shadow was focused
onto a photoconductive selenium cell. The
Nipkow disc was rotated by a motor so that
the shadow image on the cell consisted of a
series of vertical strips side by side.

To create a visible picture, the electrical
signal from the cell was amplified and applied

Top pic: Vic Mills
assisting Baird
during a demonstra-
tion in 1924. Vic
Mills can be seen in
the background.

Pic on Right: Victor
Mills with two of the
neon lamps used by
Baird during the
winter of 1 923-4.
They were both
signed by Baird
using an etching
fluid. The beehive
neon has survived
and is in the
Hastings museum.

to modulate a neon lamp which was viewed
though the diametrically opposite side of the
same Nipkow disc. 50 here were all the basic
elements needed to generate a television
signal and view the result: but Baird just
couldn't get it to work, no matter how much
he fiddled and re-adjusted everything.

Baird had received training in electrical
engineering at the Glasgow Royal Technical
College and subsequently for a brief period
at Glasgow University. But it seems that he

found engineering of limited interest and left
without taking a degree. For five years he
held a rather mundane post with the Clyde
Valley Power Company, which he hated; and
he then embarked on various non-engineer-
ing personal ventures such as the Baird
Patent Undersock, Osmo boot polish, and a
jam factory in Trinidad.

So- in 1923, at the age of thirty five, his
experience and capabilities as an engineer
were pretty slender", and while he could see
that all he was getting from his television
apparatus was a lot of noise and hardly any
signal, he was at a loss to know what to do
about it. He thought rather vaguely that some
sort of resonant circuit might cut out the
noise and ‘tune in’ the signal, and he
resolved to seek advice from someone well
versed in the radio technology which was
developing so rapidly at that time.

He heard that one Victor Mills was a
leading radio amateur (GSQM) and proprietor
of a radio business in Hastings, so Baird
presented himself at Mills’ front door one
evening dressed, as Mills described it, in a
dirty old mac. “I’m trying to invent television”
he said, and asked if Mills would come round
and try to improve things. When Mills went
round he was amazed at the strange collec-
tion of gear that he was shown. He listened
to the electrical signal - presumably through
earphones - and at once announced that the
system as set up could never work and that
it was vital to get rid of the noise. “Yes, I can
make it go” he said.

Mills was evidently a man of good all-
round technical ability and quickly identified
the main trouble as stemming from the fact

that it was the image on the photocell that
was being scanned. The response of the cell
was far from uniform over its area, so that
there was a marked variation in sensitivity
from one image point to another resulting in
an overwhelming noise component much
larger than the wanted signal arising from the
variations in image light and shade.

Mills told Baird to make a selenium cell
with a much smaller surface area and, when
this was ready in a few days’ time, he re-
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arranged the optics to give parallel light
passing through the scanning disc and
placed the Maltese cross object between the
disc and the photocell: it was now the object
which was being scanned, rather than the
cell. He also introduced an additional lens
between the object and the photocell to
focus the light and the cross shadow down
to a single spot on the face of the cell. Thus
only one spot on the cell was active no
matter which part of the object was being
scanned at any particular moment, and the
noise due to varying sensitivity over the area
of the cell was eliminated.

As Mills was adjusting the components,
his fingers passed in front of the photocell.
“It’s here! lt’s here!” cried Baird and sure
enough he had seen a fairiy clear silhouette
of the moving fingers. So while it was Baird
who made the bits and pieces and who had
the idea of assembling them into a television
system, it was Victor Mills who realised how
they should be correctly set up and who
made the whole system actually produce
shadowgraph pictures.

Furthermore, Mills clearly appreciated that
a mechanical scanning system could never
be a really satisfactory solution to the
problem of television, and he urged Baird to
abandon this approach. Scanning with a
cathode ray tube would be the proper
answer, said Mills, adding rather optimistical-
ly that with cathode ray tubes the whole
thing would be “so easy”. But Baird was
unfamiliar with electronics and firmly
declined to consider anything but the
mechanical route. '

But to give due credit to the non-electronic
Baird, he did devise an ingenious solution to
the difficulties posed by the time lag of the
selenium cell response. While the cell gave an
immediate initial response to a black-to—White
transition, there was an appreciable time lag
before full conductivity was reached, and a
similar lag when the light was cut off: this of
course resulted in unacceptable blurring of
image detail. Baird’s answer was to derive a
signal proportional to the rate of change (the
slope) of the cell response and add this to the
basic cell output. In effect this formed a
differential equaliser, enabling signals
corresponding to black/white or white/black
transitions to be made reasonably square and
picture detail to be preserved.

For eight or nine months Mills assisted
Baird to improve his system and wired up for
him a number of demonstrations; but he
dropped out of this r<le when Baird moved to
London. It is interesting to speculate on how
much more rapidly and effectively television
might have been developed if Baird had
been willing and capable of taking Mills’
advice, or if Mills himself had pursued it.
Baird steadfastly continued up what Mills
could see was a blind alley, although he must
be given full credit for his dedication and
hard work, for being the first to achieve true
television with half-tone images in 1925, and
for his undoubted talent for publicity which
inspired others to follow the right road to the
electronic television we have today.

I am much indepted to Ray Herbert‘s recording of
his interview with Victor Mills giving details
mentioned above.



Repair Review.--
Now that the number of radios I have repaired or
serviced is approaching 400, I have looked back at the

- types of faults encountered, the changing pattern of
faults and the effects of designs. I benefited from
studying an excellent book, the British edition of the
1955 USA 6 volume training publication ‘Basic Elec-
tronics’. Gaining an understanding of stage circuitry in
its many forms is invaluable, especially when dealing
with modified sets, and the ability to set up tuned circuits
is necessary for servicing after repair.

Until relatively recently, most of my repairs
were to sets I bought for small sums or was
given, as most people considered old radios
to be worthless. My service equipment was
acquired at low or no cost, a number in
excellent working order being obtained as
scrap from companies upgrading to post-
valve technology. Nowadays, given the radio’s
promotion to a «money-earning collectable,
many of my repairs are for other people. It is
noteworthy that some relatively cheap sets of
their time, like the Philco A444 and Ekco A22,
can now be relatively costly and for example,
the 1952 Trade guide to part-exchanges
advises that sets made before 1940 have “no
commercial value”.

This change in perceived value has its
parallel in the nature of repairs. Previously, all
sets were in original or near original condition,

with of courSe cases of past professional _.
repair and the attentions of “the little man
down the road who can fix anything”. Latterly,
l have dealt with a number of sets that
someone has unsuccessfully and often poorly
attempted to fix.

The most commonly faulty component,
found in around 80% of my repairs has been
fixed condensers. This is not surprising as
they can deteriorate with lack of use and
unsuitable storage. Also not surprising is that
HT carriers, blocks and electrolytics are the
most susceptible. I check suspects systemat-
ically for significant fault, only replacing where
necessary and have been impressed by the
resilience of the old paper types in large metal
cases. The change in repair pattern is evident
in the condensers. It used to be the originals
or old substitutes, albeit faulty, that were in
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place. Latteny, I have encountered many
oddities - wrong type, significantly wrong
value, incorrectly connected.

valve faults used to be confined to defects
in the originals or their replacement, but more
recently have included sets with missing or
physically damaged valves or where the
wrong type has been fitted, often causing new
problems. Around 30% of repairs have
needed at least one valve replacement. Most
often required have been frequency changers
and power amplifiers, the least often required
have been rectifiers (until recently) and
general purpose triodes. I have found that the
earlier types - British 4 and 5 pin (Catkins
excluded) - hold up better than later types,
with the all-glass types being the least robust,
and I am not “keen” on side-contacts. Early
types seem to cope with old age much better'
and can produce acceptable results even
when well below their original emission.

Old replacements of - then-unavailable
valves and satisfactory modifications turn up
in about 5% of sets. On the number of valve
types, I quite agree with Mr Scroggie’s 1935
Wireless World article - why so many? Wound
components have been low on the failure list
with few cases of coil or choke defect, but
there has been a rise in the failure of output
transformers. This might be traced to an
uncorrected fault leading to overload, burning
out the primary winding and killing the anode
supply to the output valve(s). Until recently,
output transformer faults scored less than
1%, but have now risen to around 10% during
the last three years.

Significant faults in speakers, metal recti-



fiers and variable condensers have been
uncommon. Generally, resistors have seldom
been badly out of value, the majority of the
10% fault rate being in anode loads and
voltage droppers.

Miscellaneous faults include defective dial
lamps (where fitted) at 60%, misuse and bad
wiring. Misuse has been uncommon, apart
from connection of USA 115v sets directly to
the 240v mains. Also under the heading of
misuse are long-unused sets that the owner
can’t resist switching on to see what happens-
sometimes a lot of fizzing, banging, smoke

, and fresh damage. Bad wiring used to be just
insulation deterioration but lately I have had to
undo a number of cases of inappropriate
rewiring. These deliberate faults, evident by ‘
the telltale marks of wire-cutters and unsightly
globs of solder have been inflicted on around
10% of sets over the last five years. Recent
EU rules pose a quandary as strictly, original
mains leads on equipment not for your own
personal use must be replaced with current
BS types, fitted by a registered electrician.

Mechanical faults abound in more recent
repairs. Increasingly common are missing
knobs and backs, and excessive force on a
sticking index drive which has caused damage
in about 15% of cases. My engineering
machinery is useful in such tasks as fashion-
ing knobs, spindles and speaker mounting
studs for the 10% of sets where any mechan-
ical parts were missing or unserviceable. Also
increasingly necessary is a stock of fasten-
ings. During the last few years I have seldom
repaired a set that had all fixings intact and
there have been many cases of butchery of
tl'readed holes by use of self—tapping screws.

Chassis design seems in part to have been
a compromise between production costs and
performance. There is a corresponding effect
on repairs, from changing components on a
tag—strip, to checking and replacing com-
ponents wired to a valve base but masked by

various fixtures. Also awkward are post-war,
overcrowded small sets and early sets of
more massive construction like the award-
winning 1930 Pye Twintriple Transportable.
The less said about some of the 1930’s Philips .
We boxes the better.

A prime example of recent repairs featuring
neglect, tampering and in my view good
original design, was a Radio Acoustic
Products Transatlantic. This looks like the 12
guinea model exhibited in 1935 at Olympia
(worthy of attention, according to Wireless
World), but is the 14 guinea 4V+R four
waveband model also with multi-coil
bandpass preselector. The set was in three
separated parts: a backless, dingy cabinet, a
msted chassis with seized tuning drive, the
cable-less speaker with over 15 gashes in the
cone. Someone had been at this set,
hopelessly re-routing the RF stage HT,
snipping around with the side cutters and
replacing the 4mF electrolytic section with a
separate l6mF tubular, dry- joint soldering it to
the wrong place. All valves tested defective
with either blue glow, hot insulation
breakdown or near-zero emission. Many
condensers had leaked a lot of wax.

Component connection is as direct as
possible with earth ends and signal cable
screening substantially soldered directly to
the chassis, so the RF section has some
condensers masked by the coil turret. A
simple design feature of fitting the controls in
slots rather than holes, means the turret can
be withdrawn without unwiring virtually
everything around it. The chassis metal is of
sufficient gauge to respond well to chemical
derusting and finishing. The damaged
connections of the high quality signal wiring
were easily remade. The speaker cone
responded to repair and the final result was
well worth the effort. The design and
construction is good enough such that after
years of rusting and abuse, given basically

routine if lengthy repairs, the set will bring in a
number of stations with no aerial, while both
short-wave bands are selective and Sensitive,
many stations needing only minimal gain.
In retrospect, as well as keeping records, it

might have been a good idea to photograph at '
least the more unusual and interesting sets I
have repaired. It is regrettable that l
infrequently did this as I only occasionally
encounter some fairiy rare makes like Lampex
and Majestic. The most commonly repaired
set and maker is the Bush DAC90A and
Marconi respectively. Many sets, like the
Kingston Gypsy and Lotus Bud, have come
my way once only.

The illustrations show the finished repair,
but before final cosmetics, to the RAP
Transatlantic referred to above, part of the
repair room 5” ,a selection of my archive of
vintage com ts.

The table of‘Fault frequency clearly applies
to my experience..-Others, including past
professionals, may well have encountered a
different fault pattern. My experience is that
the proportion of sets that have been
tampered with, for whatever reasons, has
increased noticeably and suggests it is likely
to continue to increase. Table 1 shows a
summary of faults encountered to sets noted
in Table 3. Table 2 lists some of the more .
bizarre faults l have encountered and rectified.
l have not included all examples, as a longer
list would become rather depressing. On a
brighter note, although tampering has in my
experience increased, the majority of sets for
repair have not suffered that fate, some being
in apparently untouched original condition
and a few still with their original instructions
and accompanying literature.

Tabb of repairs/problems encountered on next page
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BBC experience continued

produce the sound of church bells, horses
hooves, thunder and similar effects. The result
is recorded and then played back.

We are now 30 minutes into the show which
continues with a multi-media presentation of
the BBC’S history. Prospero and Ariel, to
quote from the hand-out “Summon up the
past in a spellbinding sound, light and image
show, beginning with the voice of Marconi
himself”. The senses were rather battered with
high power surround sound, laser lights and
artificial fog, but it was quite effective.

Down to East Cheam for the next item
which showed a wax effigy of Tony Hancock
operating a most unrealistic amateur radio
station. Douglas Byrne, of the National
Wireless Museum, would happily have provid-
ed genuine amateur transmitting and receiv-
ing equipment of the period to replace the
poor reproductions used in the radio shack.

Having now reached the Radio Experience,
visitors are free to wander around at leisure.
Features include an inter-active Desert Island
Discs display, the opportunity to try your hand
at sound mixing or present a weather
forecast.

No attempt has been made to recapture die
atmosphere of radio’s golden years, 1925-35.
Nothing about crystal sets, home-built
receivers or the weekly visit to recharge the
accumulators. The Gerald Wells replica radio
shop would have been an ideal way of indicat-
ing to the public that in those days, radio was
both educational and fun.

Before reaching the shop and café, there is
the Television Experience. This appears to be
aimed at the younger generation and just one

20% ope'er.SetsamstmtiaflydiynamledmdpresanedfixrepairMboxesmdcam _.. 5| . .___.
10% Looseparts(egwunemd)“fixed”widiArameSpwiouscwnpmentsw
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Makes repaired/serviced

AbaBadter,Beeflnven,Besmne,Brownie,Bmh,CentmlEqmpmem,Cossor,
Defiant, Ekco, Ever Ready, Fada, Fergusson, Ferrariti, GEC, Gecopl'ione,
Hafiuafiem,HMV,Homem15hucted,lGngstomKolsteendes,Lampex,Loms,
McCarthy, McMichaei, Majestic, Marconi/Marconiphone, Master Radio, Midlard,
Murphy, National, Pam, Phiico, Philips, Piiot, Pye, RAP, RCA, RM Electric, Rolls
Caydon. Sobell, Stella, Thorn, Ultra, us Signals, Vidor, Wartime CMfian, Wayfarer,

13oommurmbons(avhnandmfitani

show case deals with television history. it
houses the well—known Baird Televisor and a
replica of Baird’s ventriloquist’s dummy,

n. I've [1d “it: "gills yiillogiii'eruwhoawas making all the racket,

8"

Stooky Bill, on loan from the National Museum
of Photography, Film and Television.

The new BBC Shop provides a wide variety
of books, mostly their own publications, and
souvenirs may be obtained in the form of T
shirts and mugs. There is a double CD of
snippets from broadcasts made over seven
decades. It includes the voices of the
inimitable AJ.Alan, Tommy Handley, Arthur
Askey, Richard Murdoch and excerpts from

5
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the Goon Show, lTMA, the Brains Trust and
many others. Beatrice Harrison is heard
charming the nightingales in a Surrey wood.
This very early outside broadcast produced
60,000 letters of, appreciation. Nearly all the
important occasions are covered in a total of
95  tracks. Called ‘A Celebration of BBC
Radio’, it is good value at £1 1 .99. Finally, there
is the café. Functional rather than restful, table
service is provided and customers are able to
watch promotional material on flat—screen TV
receivers.

The Experience is open 7 days a week
from 9.30 AM to 5.30 PM, admission £5.75
adults and £4 for children. Broadcast
Support Services are handling the bookings
and the number to ring is 0870 6030304
(local rates apply).

So there you have it,— 75  years of BBC radio
in 75 minutes. Alternatively, you can visit the
Real Radio Experience in Rosendale Road,
Dulwich. There is no café with table service,
just a cup of Gerald Wells’ strong tea
accompanied by the distinctive aroma of his
patented cabinet cleaner and preservative.



The First
Transistor?
(AnotefromPatLeggatt)

Did we overiook the 72nd anniversary of the
transistor last year?

I know the Bell Labs discovery was in 1947,
but Dave Adams sent me an extract from a

‘ British magazine reporting an article in the
March 1963 issue of the American magazine
Analog: Science Fact-Science Fiction entitled
“The Twenty Lost Years of Solid-State
Physics” by Theodore L. Thomas. He
describes an invention by Dr Julius Edgar
Lilienfeld, working in Canada but formerly of
the University of Leipzig, which he patented in
Canada on October 22nd 1925; and in the
USA. on January 28th 1930, No.1,745,175.

To quote from the British magazine report:-
“The amplifying device described in the
patent application comprises materials
deposited on a small rectangular base of

insulating material, such as glass. The glass is
cracked across its width at approximately the
centre, the two pieces being joined together
again with a piece of 0.0001 inch aluminium
foil sandwiched in between, the upper end of
the foil being flush with the upper surface of
the glass. Deposited on the upper glass
surface, on either side of the aluminium foil,
are two thin layers of conductive material
such as copper. The inside edges of these
layers closely approach the aluminium foil.
Finally deposited over the metal, glass and
aluminium is a thin film of a compound which
Mr Thomas identifies, in his article, as
cuprous sulphide.

Thus, starting from one end of the glass
base, we have a layer of deposited copper.
This terminates just before the flush edge of
the aluminium foil interposed in the crack in
the glass. Just after the aluminium foil the
second layer of conductive material starts,
this continuing to the other end of the glass
base. And over the lot is deposited the thin
film of the copper/sulphur compound.

In the patent application, this device is
shown connected up in exactly the same way
as a grounded emitter n-p—n transistor. One of
the conductive layers could be referred to as

the emitter, the other as the collector, and the
aluminium foil which appears in between as
the base. The input signal is applied to this
‘base’ via a source of positive bias; and the
amplified output. signal is taken from the
‘collector' via a transformer primary fed from a
higher positive potential.

1 note the ‘Science Fiction’ part of the
American magazine title, but on the face of it
the report appears to be serious. If the whole
thing is genuine it seems that Dr Lilienfeld stole
a march on Bell Labs by more than twenty
years, and with a junction transistor. at that!
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Harpenden November 29th 1997
As Harpendens go, this swapmeet was rather quiet in comparison to
its predecessor, but saw some some interesting sets seeing the light
of day. There seems to be more 1940’s sets on sale at present and
one hardly sees any twenties hardware around. Notable by their
absence were the formally ubiquitous round Ekcos, which, like the
twenties wireless are more likely to stay within collections these days.
Even the humble DAC 90 seemed to have a lower profile than normal.

The swapmeet probably saw more American sets than prior
meetings and many stalls seemed to possess a token US set. This is
probably due to the increase in BVWS members visiting the US and
the many wireless swapmeets there.

( p . aaaa
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Fig. 1: Delmer’s pre-war activities also earned him another kind of accolade: an entry
into the Gestapo’s ‘Who’s Who'.
Fig. 2:1n1941, therookeryatAspleyGuisebecameSeftonDeImer’ssecretwnn’eof
operations. Delmeroccupiedtheroomonthefirstfloorontherightafterthewarthe
government sold the house to Lieutenant-Colonel C.R.Randle, yet Delmer regulady
visited the house up ua his death in September 1979.
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of the 1930’s. The Rundfunkhaus (Fig. 3) was opened on Masurenallee in Berlin in
1930, and Brmdcasting House (Fig. 4) in 1932 in Portland Place, London, by the
BBC. On September 27, 1938, the BBC began its foreign language service when
Neville Chamberlain’s speech on the ev of Munich was broadcast in French, German
and Italian. With the coming of war, the BBC sought to provide ‘plentiful and accurate
news’ and ‘unfaifing truthfulness' as the cornerstone of its ‘white’ propaganda against
Genmny.

national broadcasting bodies constructed purpose—built headquarters at the beginning

Germany. It earned him position No. 33
in the Sonderfahndungsliste 6.8., the

list of prominent Britons who, after a success—
ful German invasion of Britain, were to be
handed over to Department N B.4 of the
Central Reich Security Office—otherwise
known as the Gestapo.

Delmer continued with his Friday broad-
casts and in September 1940 he was asked
by Leonard Ingrams if he would consider a full
time post with the BBC. Ingrams was a banker
who had known Delmer in Berlin. He was now
with the Ministry of Economic Warfare and
also, secretly, with $02 (later to become SOE)
and $01 (later PWE). Delmer accepted on the
grounds that this was better than nothing and
perhaps a step in the right direction, but once
again he was vetoed by internal security.

In November 1940, the Daily Express sent
Delmer to Lisbon and before he left London he
was asked by MIS if he would be prepared to
assist while he was in Portugal if required.
Delmer gladly accepted.

In Lisbon Delmer met a number of refugees
from Germany and through them he was able
to update himself on life in the wartime Reich.
He also gained an insight into the tangled web
that was the British Intelligence Service: when
contacted he found that the original approach
ii'om what he thought was M15 was in fact
Ii‘om MIG via MIS. Delmer had barely met his
MI6 contact when he received a telegram from

D elmer’s talk did not go unnoticed in Leonard Ingrams recalling him for an
‘important job’. He flew back to London and
was taken to Woburn Abbey where he signed
the Official Secrets Act and was interviewed
by Richard Crossman, the future Labour MP,
and at that time the Director of the German
Section of $01.

Delmer now had the sort of job that he
wanted with a secret department but he had
not been told what it was! He had an office in
a secret building in Fitzmaurice Place off
Berkeley Square but no work, and he was at
the point of negotiating a transfer to Admiral
Godfrey's Naval Intelligence Department (NID)
when the new PWE, through Leonard
Ingrams, offered him the job that he had been
waiting for. The right-wing RU had closed
down when its operator was taken ill and PWE
wanted Delmer to form and operate a new
substitute station. He was to have complete
control but able to work in close association
with SOE if and when required. In operating
the station there were to be no limits and no
holds barred: his only guideline was that
similar German propaganda stations
broadcasting to Britain used offensive
language. ‘00 something along those lines,’
Ingrams told him. The new RU was to be
‘dirty’ in more ways than one.

Delmer returned to his office and set to
work. After studying the existing RUs he came
to the conclusion that they were preaching to
the converted, broadcasting to those very few

3

Germans who were already opposed to Hitler.
Delmer felt it desirable, if not necessary, to
reach the great majority who currently
supported the Nazis but, as these people
were highly unlikely to take any notice of
appeals for rebellion from Britain they would
have to be tricked. Familiar with such terms as
‘black mass', ‘black market’ and ‘black
magic’, Delmer christened his operation
‘black propaganda’.

It was patently obvious that to simply go on
the air and expect listeners to believe a station
broadcasting from Britain was useless.
Psychologically, it would be far better for them
to find the wavelength by accident and,
having done so, think that they were listening
to a German military station whose bored
announcer passed the time by interpolating
his own views, comments and pieces of
information. For the sake of credibility,
though, he must give the impression that he
was a loyal follower of the Fiihrer but cynical-
Iy critical of those in positions of authority. In
the knowledge that all German Servicemen
had taken a personal oath of loyalty to Hitler,
the station would endeavour to drive a wedge
between the men of the old Imperial Army and
the new generation of fanatical Nazis. To sum
up, the station would pretend to support Hitler
but would expose a growing (and fictitious) rift
between the traditionalists and the radicals.
Its objective was to make its listeners think
and act in ways that would undermine the



German war effort
Delmer’s chosen method of operation was a

deliberate gamble, for audience reception was
to be entirely dependent upon ‘knob
twiddlers’—German military radio operators
and civilians who idly turned the tuning dials on
the receivers and found the station by chance.

When listeners did find the frequency it was
necessary to hold their attention. The
broadcasts would contain a considerable
amount of truth to make them credible and the
language used by the announcer would be
coarse and often obscene. Delmer had a
hunch that the use of barrack-room slang
would encourage his hoped—for audience to
keep listening and to pass the word to others.

Delmer put his idea down on paper and
submitted it to PWE after first obtaining and
attaching written recommendations from both
Richard Crossman and Reginald Leeper. his
department head. The plan was accepted.

Delmer called his station ‘Gustav Siegfried
Eins’, the German Army signals phonetics for
‘681 ’, and what in the present day interna-
tional system would be ‘Golf Sierra One’. It
meant nothing but was intended to give a ring
of military authenticity. During his pre-war
days in Germany when he moved in exalted
circles, Delmer had noticed that the Nazi
hierarchy referred-to Hitler as ‘Der Chef ’—The
Chief. His announcer, therefore, would use
the same name.

Delmer left London and moved to Bedford-
shire, taking up residence in a house named
The Rookery in the village of Aspley Guise

(RAG) where his initial team consisted of his
wife, Isabel, Johannes Reinholz, Max Braun
and ‘Paul Sanders’, whose real name was
Peter Seckelmann.

Johannes Reinholz was the scriptwriter. A
professional journalist married to a Jewess,
who had managed to escape from Germany
at the eleventh hour in August 1939.

Max Braun was also a refuge from
Germany, an anti-Nazi Socialist politician,
who was used by Delmer as a translator of
German newspapers. It was with Braun that
Delmer deviated from the rule concerning
cover names and made a serious error. Given
the cover name ‘Albert Simon’, Braun
appeared at breakfast on his first morning at
RAG wearing a dressing gown emblazoned
with his ‘MB' monogram. Reinholz, who had
thought he had recognised him earlier,
immediately blew his cover and Delmer, who
now had to call Braun by his real name, took
care not to make the same mistake again.

Paul Sanders was a writer of detective
stories from Berlin who had reached England
in 1938. While a corporal in the Pioneer corps,
he volunteered for special duties and as a
result of his interviews was passed on to
Delmer for consideration. The tone of his
voice, his accent, and the way he spoke were
perfect for what Delmer had in mind, and Paul
Sanders became ‘Der Chef’.

On May 23, 1941 Delmer and Sanders
travelled by car to ‘Simpson’s' to record the
first broadcast for Gustav Siegfried Eins. The
recording was then taken to Potsgrove from

where it was transmitted on two frequencies
for ten minute periods between the hours of
1253 and 2353. The same recording and
transmitting procedure was followed daily.

As it was intended to give the impression
that GS1 had been in existence for some time
there was no special introduction; ‘Der Chef’
simply launched into what was to become a
daily routine always using the same format
He would begin each transmission with a
series of coded messages for various other,
equally fictitious, GS stations. ‘GS1 calling
GSZB’ he would announce, read that station’s
message, and then call GS9 or 651 2 or any
other number that came into his head.

The messages relayed by ‘Der Chef’ were in
a simple numeric code that could easily be
broken. Delmer knew that the radio monitors
of the Reich (Central Security Office, the
Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA), would
quickly track the location of the station to
England and so every group of numbers
translated into a simple message similar to
those broadcast to the French Resistance
after the BBC news at 9.10 pm. Karl, for
example, would be instructed to meet Rudolf
outside the Union Cinema during the interval
between performances. As the Union cinemas

‘ in Germany were as prolific as their Odeon
counterparts in Britain, Delmer hoped that a
large force of Gestapo agents would be out on
the streets endeavouring to catch Kari and
Rudolf red-handed at what ever it was they
were supposed to be doing. Everything that
Delmer did was designed to be disruptive.

Germany's English language radio was begun by Wolff Mittler and Norman Baillie-
Stewart(fig. 5)theso-ealled‘0fficeriniheTower’. (In 1933, havingbeenchargedwith
selfing secrets to a Wei'rmacht major, Second Lieutenant Baillie-Stewart had been
held for some two months at the Tower of London pending his court-martial.)
However, the broadcasts were quicldy taken over by Wflliam Joyce (fig.6) who had
been an arch-supporter of fascism in Britain. Joyoejoined the Reichsrundfunk service
in September 1939, making his first broadcast to Britain on September 11. Within
days, his haughty intonation had led reporter Sydney Smith to dub him ‘Lord Haw-
Haw’, yet Joyce’s introduction of ‘Germany calling’ made no secret of the origination
of the transmissions. Joyce was also put in charge of a secret project to produce
programmes made to sound as if they were broadcast from Britain. However, unlike
the subtle ‘black’ variety put out by Delmer, Joyce wrote scripts which were designed
to openly incite unrest. His announcers were mrncoat British PoWs, yet few were
accomplished broadcasters and the end result was ‘grey‘ in the extreme.

Delmer, on the other hand, produced material which openly debased Britain and its
leadership, usingthemostfoullanguagetooonvinceflstenersthattheyreallyhad
tuned in to a German programme. The leading character of Delrner’s first station,

Gustav Siegfried Eins, was ‘Der Chef'—in reality Peter Sedtelmann, known at Aspley
Guise as ‘Paul Sanders’. In 1987, Anglia Television traced Der Chef, then living in
Switzeriand, and brought him back to his old studio at Wavendon (fig. 7).
Fig 8: To attract listeners, Delmer used the crude formula of the tabloid press—sex.
Pornography on the air was unheard of at the time, and Delmer pandered to the
adinary front-line soldier with a fund of dirty stories with the sole aim of making GS1
known. Once he had his captive audience, Delmer cleverly twisted hot and fiction to
start rumour and sow discontent; not openly, but in such a way as to make his
audience ask awkward questions. Although GS1 suffaed the constraints of only being
able to broadcast on the short-wave, and was only able to use recorded speech
evidence soon emerged of the effectiveness of Delmer's methods. In September 1 941
the US Embassy in Beriin reported to Washington: ‘The “legal broadcasting station
Siegfried 1, supposedly transmitting inside Germany, operatesdailyon the 31.5 metre
band, taking to the air at 7 minutes to the hour. Using violent and unbelievably obscene
language, this stationcriticisestheactionsofthePartyandcertain Partyfavwred
cfficers, especially the SS... A very large number of Germans listen to this station, and
often names, dates and addresses are given in such detail that it may be assumed that
the statements could be quickly discredited if no background-existed!
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‘Der Chef’ was pro-Hitler and anti-British.
He referred to Winston Churchill as a ‘flat
footed bastard of a drunken old Jew’ and it
was hoped that by doing so no German
listener would ever believe that his
broadcasts emanated from Britain. He was
also anti-Semitic in a half-hearted sort ofway
and he was opposed to the French, the
Russians and even the Italians. Every night he
attacked high Nazi Party and SS officers.
Until September 1942 ,  he left Hitler alone, but
Himmler, Goebbels, von Ribbentrop and
‘Sepp’ Dietrich frequently came in for their
fair share of criticism. When he did include
Hitler in his diatribe,

‘Der Chef’ was sympathetic and stated that
the Fuhrer was obviously being influenced by
incompetent advisers. Generals of the old
school such as von Rundstedt, Kesselring,
Halder, von Kleist and von Bock were compli-
mented but the popular Erwin Rommel was
referred to contemptuously as a badly-
trained, swash buckling careerist. The most
popular part of ‘Der Chef’s’ broadcasts was
his. revelation of sensational ‘inside’ informa-
tion and his detailed descriptions of the sexual
deviations practiced by members of the Nazi
hierarchy.

‘Der Chef’s' first broadcast was 12 days
after Deputy Fuhrer Rudolf Hess had
parachuted into Scotland and included in the
programme was a list of suspected associ-
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ates who were said to be under arrest. The
names were real but the list was fictitious and
Delmer was overjoyed when, several days
later, German newspapers reported that some
of the listed persons had actually been
interrogated by the Gestapo.

Each broadcast ended with the words ‘I
shall repeat this broadcast, all being well,
every hour at seven minutes to the hour’, a
deliberate suggestion that ‘Der Chef’ was
taking a big risk and could well be arrested by
the Gestapo himself.

Although the first recording was a little
crude, it soon became very professional as
‘Der Chef' gained confidence with experience
and began to be involved with the scripts.
Soon he began to attack local Party officials
as well, telling of their black market dealings
and other illicit activities. The information used
by ‘Der Chef’ was true and was gathered from
a number of sources. A file of names was
compiled from German newspapers and
magazines, conversations between PoWs
were secretly recorded, and letters en route to
the then-neutral USA were opened and read
by censors. The best source was the
Admiralty’s Naval Intelligence Department.
Admiral John Godfrey had set up a special
propaganda section (NlDl7) to work with
Delmer. Its chief was a Commander Donald
McLachlan. (Godfrey’s PA was Ian Fleming
who used his experiences later when writing
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his famous James Bond novels.) Each of the
names and addresses mentioned by ‘Der
Chef’ was genuine. The accusations were not,
but it was surprising to find how many of them
turned out to be true.

After 681 got into its stride Delmer and his
team waited with growing eagerness and
anxiety for evidence of its reception. Known to
the ‘trade’ as ‘comeback’, it was not long in
coming, and when German newspapers
reached Woburn, Delmer was delighted to
find that they carried stories that had been
broadcast by ‘Der Chef’.

One such story concerned Robert Lw, the
head of the Deutsche Arbeitsfront (German
Labour Front) and the Kraft durch Freude
organisation (KdF- Strength through Joy). ‘Der
Chef’ told his listeners that Ley was obtaining
extra food rations under the counter for
himself and his family. It was a complete
fabrication but three days after the broadcast
the story was told to his interrogators by a
captured Luftwaffe officer. Shortly afterwards
conclusive evidence appeared when Ley and
Goebbels attempted to allay the rumour
through the pages of the Party newspaper,
Der Angriff. The seeds of doubt that Delmer
was sowing in the minds of the German
people were taking root

After 18 months of operation, bigger and
better plans for Delmer’s talents were about to
reach fruition, and Gustav Siegfried Eins came



to an abrupt end. One night in October 1943
‘Der Chef’ had his dramatic swansong.
Special sound effects were laid on for his last
broadcast which ended when he was finally
located by the Gestapo who burst in on him
while seated at his microphone and gunned
him to death. Play-acting, of course, but
listeners were treated to guttural shouts of
‘Schweinhund’, the German equivalent of ‘got
you at last’, and bursts of machine-gun fire.

However, it must be remembered that ‘Der
Chef’s’ broadcasts were recorded and repeat-
ed at hourly intervals. The engineers at
Potsgrove did not understand German and
they had not been told of the significance of
the final recording. Consequently, one hour
after the ‘death’ of ‘Der Chef’, Delmer was
horrified to hear a replay of the whole dramat-
ic performance! What he said to those
concerned is not recorded nor is there any
evidence that listeners in Germany heard the
same broadcast twice.

Unknown to Delmer at the time, exactly
one week before ‘Der Chef’ recorded his first
broadcast for Gustav Seigfried Eins in 1941,
a plan for a far more complex ‘black
propaganda’ radio operation was submitted
to Winston Churchill and approved by him
the following day. The plan originated when
Hugh Dalton and Anthony Eden visited the
studios at ‘Simpson’s’. Eden was impressed
by Mrat he saw and asked if there was any
way in which the output of the unit could be
greatly increased. Harold Robin replied that
all that was needed was a transmitter of
much greater power.

The plan involved broadcasting on German
wavelengths and was one that had interested
the Prime Minister for some time, hence his
speedy approval. (He simply said ‘Pray
proceed’.) it had originated in $01 and was
developed under the guidance of the three
ministerial heads of PWE Anthony Eden
(Foreign Office), Hugh Dalton (Ministry of
Economic Warfare), and Brendan Bracken
(Ministry of Information).

Colonel Richard Gambier-Parry, the head of
Section VIII, the SIS communications depart-
ment, had heard of an eminently suitable
transmitter in the United States He sent Robin
to see the manufacturer’s United Kingdom
sales manager and then submitted his
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purchase proposal. The 500 kilowatt medium
wave monster was the highest powered
transmitter in the world. It had been built for
station WJZ in New Jersey but its intended
use had been vetoed by the Federal
broadcasting authority because it exceeded
the maximum limit of 50 kW laid down for
commercial radio stations. The equipment
was inspected and an option for its purchase
taken out on behalf of the British government.
When approved by Churchill the transmitter
passed into the hands of PWE at a cost
estimated to be in the region of £165,000
including the cost of improvements and
modifications. Being the most powerful
transmitter in the world, it was promptly code-
named ‘Aspidistra’ in reference to the song
made popular by Gracie Fields.

Harold Robin was sent to the USA in the
summer of 1941 and spent two months at the
RCA factory at Camden, New Jersey,
familiarising himself with ‘Aspidistra’. Robin
was a radio ‘wizard’. The son of an inventor,
he did his early groundwork in his father’s
factory and soon developed a natural flair for
radio. He cultivated this flair at school at
Oundle and at university and then found
employment in factories making wireless sets.
At Philco, the sales manager was Richard
Gambier-Parry who later was responsible for
Robin’s entry into clandestine radio work in
late 1939.

When Robin arrived at Camden two of the
three parts of the transmitter were complete
and Robin supervised the building of the third
part which increased the power to 600 kw. He
also modified the design so that the three
parts operated in parallel. The three masts
and the aerials were designed by G. H. Brown,
an American antenna expert. The masts were
300 feet in height and were designed to stand
on 20-foot pedestals. The completed
transmitter and its masts were shipped to
Britain in several consignments aboard ships
of the Royal Navy. The vessel carrying the
aerial masts was torpedoed and a duplicate
set had to be built and shipped at a later date.

Naturally enough, ‘Aspidistra’ was sched-
uled to become a part of the PWE broadcast-
ing ‘empire’ in Bedfordshire. A large new
studio complex was built in the tiny village of
Milton Bryan, just inside the boundary fence

Frg 11:1heeariyconstruction phase coincidedwithbittery coldweatherandbrazierfires
hadtobekeptburning 24hoursadaytoprovideamodiwmofheatforfi refrozen
workmen. Heredefamdafimsarebeinghidfordretansrrfifiabunkerfiflpicfiresfian
Harold Robin’s personal collection.
Fg12:Thepowerhwsewashafimdagwd,Mdra+foot—fifid<rei1fucedconaae
roofabovewhidrwassitedaS-footdeepwatertank.
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of Woburn Park and a convenient mile or so
from the Abbey. ‘Aspidistra’ was to be sited in
Bedfordshire too, in a disused gravel quarry,
but Harold Robin insisted that the location
must be as close to Europe as possible.
Several sites in Sussex were suggested but
one after another they were turned down
when objections were raised by either the Air
Ministry (the height of the aerial masts would
be a danger to low-flying aircraft) or the BBC
(the transmitter would interfere with research
work on secret RAF equipment). Finally, in
exasperation, a meeting that was attended by
representatives of the Home Office, Post
Office, Air Ministry, BBC and other interested
parties was called in Whitehall. The delegates
were confronted by a large map of Sussex on
which all of the proposed sites were marked.
Each was discussed and marked off when an
objection was raised until a site to which no
one present objected was selected in
Ashdown Forest. The site was at King’s
Standing, near Crowborough, 620 feet above
sea level and the highest point in the Forest. It
was public land and this time the conserva-
tors of the forest objected but when threat-
ened with a requisition order they gave way.

‘Aspidistra’ was to be housed under
ground. Some 70 acres of land were fenced
and a large hole 50 feet deep was excavated
by a Canadian Army road-building unit which
happened to be billeted nearby, waiting, so
the commanding officer said, for the invasion
of Europe! The hole was roofed with bomb-
proof reinforced concrete four feet thick. The
concrete and steel were put in place by a
civilian labour force 600 strong which worked
24 hours a day until the job was completed.
Floodlights were used at night and only
extinguished when there was warning of an air
raid. The site took three weeks to excavate
and the transmitter complex was completed
in just nine months from the date of approval
by Churchill. The construction and the instal-i
Iation of ‘Aspidistra’ was supervised by Robin
assisted by Cecil Williamson whose pre-war
employment in the British film industry was
said to have influenced the interior decor.

While the site for ‘Aspidistra’ was under
construction, a number of further objections
to its use were raised by the BBC which now
revealed that it was engaged in research with

oontinuedonpage35



_ Letters

Dear Editor
ln the 1920’s when radio sets were scarce, my
father sold a few sets of Westinghouse radios.
Although he passed away in 1929 I still have
two of the units that have been in the family
since that time. I would be very interested in

* learning anything that you can tell me
concerning these two models and the value of
them at the present time.

I have never seen any other sets like these
and wonder if they are possibly collectors
items or might be of value to an electronic
museum somewhere.

The first set is a one tube set which Is
contained in a wooden box 3 1 /2  inches in
length 7 inches high and 7 1/4 inches wide.
The cover is hinged and part of the measure-
ments. A metal flip clasp is on the front. Inside
are all the controls and access to the one
tube. There are five wire terminal posts along
the left side and two more on the right. The left
ones are for two batteries and earphones to
connect to and the two on the right are for the
antenna leads. One covers the stations below
350 meters and the other the range of 300 to
500 meters.

The tube called for is an Aeriotron Tube,
style number 319533. Completing the
controls are a filament rheostat, a tickler dial
and some sort of a tuning dial. The tuning dial
states it is ‘LICENSED FOR AMATEUR AND
EXPERIMENTAL USE ONLY,’ and was
patented by Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co. in East Springfield Works, Springfield
Mass. USA There are two patent dates of IO—
6-14 & 5-1 0-21.

There is a printed sheet inside the lid with
diagrams of the hookup procedure, antenna
instructions, and information that it was
manufactured for the Radio (World Wide
Wireless) Corporation of America, Woolworth
Bldg. New York City by Westinghouse Electric
8! Manufacturing Company. The name on it is
‘Westinghouse Radio Apparatus, Aeriola Sr.
Receiver, Type R F, Style 319564 including
Items A, B, and C.’

The second set is a larger unit about 13
inches wide, 9 5/8 inches tall and 8 1 /4
inches front to back The unit is a three tube
set in a box made of wood except the front
The front of the unit is of a hard, black plastic
type material in two pieces split down the
middle. The left side has three dials; a tuner,
a vernier, and a tickler. The right side has two
dials; a Det Fil Rheo. and the Amp. Fil Rheo.
Also, three plug in sockets; Det, 1 Stage and
2 Stages. There is also a hole about two
inches in diameter covered on the inside with
a fine wire mesh.

Each side has a metal name plate with
technical and patent information. The left side
states that it is a receiving tuner, type RA with
patents dating 6-30-08 & 10-6—14. The right
side is a Detector Amplifier, type DA The serial
number is 102652 and patents dated 4—17-
06,10-6-14, 7-3-17 and 5-10—21.

. On the right side of the top is a small door
that opens upward to access the three tubes
contained inside and a fuse. On the back of the
unit there are thirteen wiring posts; a row of 8
top to bottom. a row of four directly to the right
of the top four in the row of 8 and connected to
those in that row by rods, and further to the
right an antenna post. This radio also states

that it was made for the Radio Corporation of
America by Westinghouse Corporation.

Both the radios have the tubes in them but
i have no idea whether they are still good.
The little platform. that holds the three tubes
in the larger set, is loose in the box but the
tubes are still inserted into the sockets and
attached by wiring.

Any information you can supply or if you
know of someone who may have an interest in
these antiques, I’d be most interested in that
information. Also, if any others are known to
exist. Thanks for any time you use in reading
this letter or devote replying to me.

Yours Sincerely, .
Dan E. Huston, 1783 East Sequim Bay Road Sequim.
Washington 98382 USA

Dear Editor,
Congratulations on publishing yet another
superb bulletin in volume 22, No. 4. I found
the article by Martyn Overs on the Ekco
designs for models RSZ/RS3 and M23/SH25
particularly interesting.

However, readers may have gained the
impression that the Willow pattern speaker
fretwork and the circular calibrated dial were
only used by Ekco in their bakelite table
models. This same design was used in Ekco’s
wooden cabinet console receiver type C25.

I enclose two photographs of this model
C25 which I have in my collection. The Ekco
manufacturer’s plate with model number etc, is
fixed to the wooden back of the cabinet
(removed for the rear photograph of the set).
| Have no details regarding the production

of this model, eg date of manufacture, name
of cabinet maker, numbers produced etc. I
would be pleased to hear from any members
who have information regarding this set. l
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wonder how many have survived to this day?

Yours Sincerely
David Bickertm

Hi,
I am delighted to see the BWVS Bulletin

breaking new ground: I refer of course to the
stereoscopic photograph published on p.18
of the Winter issue. If you adjust your eyes to
the two images reflected in the Fellowphone's

center valves (it does help to be nearsighted!)
you can see the photographer in action, and a
garden vista behind.

Have a prosperous new year,
Alan S. Douglas, Massachusetts, USA

Editor replies
If you look even more carefully at the picture
reproduced on the previous page, you will
notice not only the reflection of Mark Groep
with his camera and the editor’s garden but



also David Read reclining ' on  the settee
reading something no doubt of a wireless or
horological nature.

Dear Editor
if you or any one you know is interested, my
father was a Radio and Television engineer for
over 40 years and has with my encourage-
ment, now in the position of repairing / servic-
ing all manor of 40's—80's Television’s,
Radios / radiograms / HI FI equipment / Test
Equipment both valve and transistor and we
have a vast array of test equipment and
service manuals especially covering the era
between 1955—1975. If you know of anybody
who is looking for this kind of equipment to be
repaired or serviced, or would like to know
more about the item, they haw acquired, we
would be delighted to help.

Best Regards
Mr M. A. Curtis
Walton-On—Thames
Surrw
Tel: 01932 881451

Dear Editor,
Congratulations on the front and back cover

of volume 22,
number 4 issue of
the Bulletin. I think
that this marks the
end of an era, in
that for the first
time in a commit-
ted and unequivo-
cable way, the
Society has boldly
put a period
Japanese shirt
pocket radio on
its cover.

Transistor radios have already been
featured on the cover of the Bulletin, but never
this meaningfully. that is, while the main core
of wireless collectors still lies in the valve
arena, transistor radios have come of age and
they are here to stay.

Keep up the good work!

EWWB eases“, _ _ -J_ ,

Yours Sincerely
Enrico Tedeschi

Editor replies again!
Enrico is making an important point. It has
always been my aim as Editor to see Wireless
represented in all its many facets. I think we
(the BVWS) are most fortunate in having such
a varied membership, who can represent
most of the interests contained within the
Bulletin. May their tribe increase.

i will print all articles except those which
are covert ‘sales and wants’ pieces.

Dear Editor
Having just returned from the Rocky Mountains
and Colorado, where it was warm when the
sun shone but VERY cold when it snowed, l
have brought back with me a list of collectors
of antique radios throughout the USA.

If any reader plans to cross the Atlantic in
the near future, and would like information on
a fellow collector in the district he will be
visiting, please ring me on 01893 567665.

Yours sincerdy,
Douglas Byme G3KPO/GB3WM

Sir,
lhave readwithsomeconcernthereportin
yourlatestissuethatfliesetting-uptime
allocated to stallholders at various BVWS

events should be limited to no rrrore than
twenty minutes. I normally feel inhibited from
commenting on Society affairs but in this case,
as someone with a certain amount of experi-
ence in the operation of vintage radio events i
hope I may have something pertinent to offer.

At all Radiophile events a setting—up time of
one hour is allocated and in my opinion this
ought to be regarded as an irreducible
minimum. Quite apart from the physical effort
of transporting a considerable amount of
goods from a vehicle to a hall, it takes no little
time to arrange them properly and generally to
make the stall ready for customers. If this
should have to be carried out whilst the latter
are already in the hall the task would become
so onerous that quite frankly I would not care
even to attempt it and most certainly would
not consider asking others to do so.

As to the reported motives for the imposi-
tion of the twenty-minute period, I have an
uneasy feeling that what may once have been
genuine concern about what some people
view as ‘unfair trading’ is in the process of
escalating into paranoia and a step further in

‘the demonisation of stall holders. The fact of
the matter is that the latter, far from being a
nuisance that unfortunately must be tolerated,
are the life—blood of vintage radio events; no
stallholders, no visitors, no show. If a stall
holder does manage, in the short time at his
disposal, to have quick look around the wares
on the other stalls before the visitors arrive,
what of it? He certainly isn’t going to get much
chance of doing so when the show is in full
swing. Just how is a stall holder supposed to
be able to put on a good display if he himself
is precluded from doing any buying?

There is, however, just one condition that we
at The Radiophile have placed on stall holders
and which I would wish to see at other events,
namely that there should be a set time for
closing up stalls with no early leaving permit-
ted. Thus, if an event is advertised to run from,
say 10.30 am. until 5.00 pm. visitors who
either choose to arrive in the afternoon or are
prevented from attending earlier still get full
value for their admission fee. To his credit,
Jonathan Hill] has imposed this condition from
the start at his events.

The Radiophile has attended innumerable
radio events put on by various parties over me
last ten years or so and we can claim always to
have been amongst the last, if not the last of
the stalls to close down. Unfortunately we have
been forced to cross certain events off our lists
simply because the ratio of travelling time to
selling time has been totally uneconomic; on
one occasion we spent something like seven
hours total travelling to attend a show that
opened at 11 am. and, almost unbelievably,
began to melt away just after noon! Needless
to say, we never went there again.

Finally, sir, I note that among the published
aims of the Society (BVWS constitution-
Editor) there is that of keeping in this country
as much British vintage radio equipment as
possible. To assist in achieving this object,
shouldn’t foreign visitors be banned from
BVWS events, or am I being na’r‘ve?

Yours sincerely,
Chas E. Miller

Events Co-ordinator replies
In reply to Charles Miller’s letter re setting up
times. As a committee member. I can
sympathise with him over the 20 mins allowed
for setting up stalls, but the Committee is but
a tool in the hands of ALL members, and the
members, by the number of telephone calls
and letters that are received indicate cleariy
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that they are unhappy with the intrading that is
seen to be in evidence.

While it is not supposed that “In Trading”
can be controlled by the penalties that are
imposed, when you, Charles state “How is the
Stallholder to buy if he does not buy from
other stallholders”, and quote “What of it”.
Let me point out to you, some members travel
for 3 plus more hours, only to arrive at the
meeting to find all the ‘Good Stuff was sold
before the doors opened. In some cases,
goods were being taken out of the hall while
the members were queuing to get in.

No Charles, my conscience could not allow
this state of affairs to proceed unchallenged,
and the only practical way that can be seen to
work is to cut down on the setting up time so
that stall holders just do not have the time to
intrade. This of course is only a part solution,
a final solution could only be bought about by
all members of our Society to act with a sense «
of camaraderie and consideration of f others.
It is always the case of a few spoiling things
for the many.

Charles, your coments about stallholders
leaving early, I strongly endorse, and a solution
to this problem will be forthcoming. I thank you
for bringing mis matter to our attention.

With regards to foreign visitors and
members, yes I feel that you are being naive. -
The B.V.W.S. has members in most countries
in the world who joined the Society for their
interest in foreign radios. Whilst I also agree
that Large Collections of Historical value
should, if possible, be kept in this Country, the
majority of equipment sold at our venues is
fairly commonplace and would not fall into
this category. Charles, give a thought about
the people who collect “American” radios,
should they be restricted?

Andrew Zimmer.

P.S. The South of England Show Ground at
Ardingly in Sussex holds the largest Antique
and Collectors Fairs in the South 3 of England
with some 1500 stalls. Stallholders are
allowed ZERO time to set up, the stallholders
are allowed in at the same time as the public,
the reason being “lntrading” and in response
to complaints from the paying public.

Dear Editor
Hearty thanks to Pat Leggatt for his excellent
review of Fellophone wireless products. In
addition to their hardware there must be
aspect of the Company’s commercial history
that would merit research if the relevant
documentation or personal memories
survive. I assume The Fellows Magneto
Company developed as a result of the first
world war when Britain suddenly found itself
without an indigenous magneto industry,
having previously relied on imported German
makes. The firm was certainly around before
the start of British broadcasting and although
they were not one of the ‘Big Six’ behind the
early B.B.Co. they were important makers on
account of the popularity of their wide-
ranging, relatively cheap and constantly-
changing products These relied on highly
labour-intensive methods. Where possible,
components were built-up in place on an
ebonite panel (and eventually a baseboard)
from basic stock materials. They rarely used
parts bought-in frdm other makers.
Fellophone failed to keep pace with progress
and, as a family firm, they may have been too
under-capitalised to invest in specialised
mass-production equipment. This approach
went with a commitment to rather primitive
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to most of our readers at some time —-
ljust happened to be visiting my home

town (Derby) and just happened to feel the
need to visit the antique shop I knew from
years ago, where, on a previous occasion, I
had found a Bush TR 820 transistor portable
relegated to a window sill and waiting patient-
ly for me to pick it up? This time, I combed
three floors in vain. There was merely some
old wreck that had obviously been out in all
weathers in somebody’s backyard. About to
leave, somewhat disappointed, I was sudden-
ly moved to take another look at the iwrecki.
The price was not even worth haggling about,
so what was there to lose? Off to the car with
it, holding all sides, top and bottom, to
prevent further disintegration. Oh, and there
was an equally decrepit set of operating
instructions for — a Peto Scott HU52 5-valve,
3 waveband superhet.

S omething similar must have happened
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Nowadays, there are virtually no customs
checks on the route back to Germany, nor are
there any sanity checks, so, having persuaded
my wife to forego some space in the boot, we
reached home with the ‘prize’ in as many
pieces as it was at the beginning of the journey.

Removing the chassis was the first problem,
since that was the last thing holding the case
together. All the mounting screws were
severely corroded and one grub screw broken
off in the knob. Plenty of W040 was given time
to work its wonders and the knob had to be
sawn open. As feared, the case then lost any
remaining stability and it was obvious it would
have to be completely re-built. Originally, it
had been stuck together, with adjoining edges
reinforced by wooden rods screwed and glued
to the casing vertically and horizontally. These
were all removed, cleaned and stored in order.
Even the plywood of the case had to be re-
built layer by layer in many places.
Painstakingly, the case was restored, using
Ponal Express (Henkel, D) wood glue and the
original square rods and screws. The most
difficult part was the top curve, where in
manufacture the inner ply had been removed
and replaced by smaller pieces of shaped
softwood. Unfortunately, on one side the outer
ply had split and had to be held in place by
hand until the glue had taken (I always
wondered about the definition of ‘express’l).

Finally, the case was back in one stable
piece and what was left of the original finish
could be removed (Fig i ) .  I found it better to
sand down rather than resort to chemicals.
The Peto Scott badge could be retained and is
still recognisable. Re—finishing was done with
Hope’s Tung Oil (USA), applying several coats
using a piece of lint-free cloth. It dries
overnight and should be lightly rubbed down
between coats with 600 wet and dry. The
plastic dial cover can be cleaned and polished
using Brasso and elbow"grease (Fig 2). The
chassis was treated with rust—remover (D and
all component parts cleaned and the contacts
sprayed. This set is fitted with a drum dial,

umedbyarubberwheelontheendoftl'le
tuning—knob axle. Not surprisingly, the mbber
had more than deteriorated. Fortunately, a
plastic cupboard—door stop from lkea, shaped
like a miniature mushroom provides a perfect
replacement after drilling a hole through it.

With the help of BVWS l was lucky enough
to get some history on this product line from
Mike Pollard. A friend of his, Ken White, had
worked on aligning these sets around 1948 in
Addlestone, Surrey, where the factory
building, complete with the ‘tower’ for the TV
aerials, still stands. Mike recommended
replacing C26 with a new polyester 400V DC
Working component and some re-alignment
by Ken would no doubt improve things still
further! Apparently, most of Peto Scott’s
radios and TV’s were exported to South Africa
or sold in the north of England—which would
probably explain my find in Derby.
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A little—known early w/t experiment Wm...
Within the last 11 years someone, probably a
former correspondent in Wales, sent me a
photocopied typescript that didn't appertain
to the subject we were both researching:
Marconi’s historic w/t transmission across the
Bristol Channel in 1 897. The centenary of this
significant event having recently passed -
pooriy commemorated in this, the reception
area - my sheaves of notes on the subject
were being dumped when the forgotten
photocopy came to light. It seemed to offer
scope for further research.

Bearing a pencilled note ‘Written by Mr
John Longhurst Curator Ilfracombe Museum
1975’, it appears to consist of extracts from
that gentleman's ‘History of Ilfracombe,’ and
deals briefly with experimental w/t transmis-
sions made by the Post Office from Ilfracombe
to the lighthouse at The Mumbles, near
Swansea, in June 1 900. Having never heard of
such experiments, and hoping to learn more, I
sent a SAE to Ilfracombe Museum asking for
any information they had. Of course, it was
not Mr Longhurst who replied, but the
Honorary Curator who took over from him,
Mrs Joy Slocombe. She kindly sent copies of
local press cuttings from 1900, while her
assistant perambulated the area searching for
a memorial plaque that had once stood, but
no longer does. From the information provid-
ed from the late Mr Longhurst, as well as the
helpful Mrs Slocombe, her ambulatory
assistant and the 1900 Ilfracombe Chronicle,
we get a sketchy picture of what happened
there nearly 100 years ago. In those days, a
small hill called Compass Hill connected
Capstone to the Harbour in Ilfracombe. You
can’t find it on a modern map, Mrs Slocombe
says, because it is no longer there - the site
has been redeveloped over the years.

However, in June 1900 it was still there, and
a huge telegraph pole, said to be the longest
in England, was being erected on it, bedded
six feet into the solid rock. A major source of
attraction both to residents and to visitors, the
splicing together of the three shorter poles of
which it was composed took several days and
‘passed off without a hitch.’ All honour to Mr
C Harris, the sectional engineer to the Exeter
Post Office, who superintended the oper-
ations. The total length of the pole varies by

several feet in various accounts, but 1 16ft  3in
is probably right. It was 17 inches in diameter
at the base, tapering to Three-and-a-half
inches at the top, and weighed two tons. The
finishing touch to the operation was provided
by Mr Fish, a Lowestoft linesman, who
‘ascended to the tap and placed in position a
long yardarm.’ This was for ‘suspending a
portion of the apparatus necessary fit the top
of the pole,’ though we never learn what it
was. An identical giant pole was erected at
The Mumbles, though we can't say whether it
was Mr Fish who climbed it, or a native of the
Principality.

The Ilfracombe Chronicle took the opportu-
nity to ‘blind its readers with science’ with an
account of how the system worked and a
general dissertation on wireless. More
concrete information came from Mr Long-
hurst, 75  years later, who told us that a wire
ran from the top of the pole down to the
apparatus, in a signalling office at the base of
the pole, from which another wire ran into the
sea. The receiving apparatus consisted, in
part at least, of a coherer - ‘a small glass tube
about 3" long containing hundreds of minute
particles of nickel and silver,and of extraordi-
nary sensitiveness,’ a relay for strengthening
the weak currents, batteries and an ordinary
Morse printing instrument. The transmitter
was composed of a key and ‘an induction coil
such as is used in R6ntgen ray experiments.’
Communication was readily achieved across
the 25 miles of Bristol Channel, ‘even when
the high wires were let down considerably
below their full height.’

Consideration was being given to the
possibility of making Lundy Island an interme-
diate station between Ilfracombe and The
Mumbles, the Chronicle told its readers. A
glance at the map would have shown them
that Lundy is in no way "intermediate," being
well out to the West in the Atlantic.

The experiments took place over a couple of
weeks in June: then in July further experiments
were carried out by Sir Oliver Lodge; tantalis-
ingly, no details are given. In the same month
the work was resumed by the Post Office
Engineers. The team of six men, led by Mr
Watson, and an Ilfracombe man, Mr Mogridge,
all lodged at the Crown Inn, Quay Road. Mr

Short, who had been a Post Office telegraph
boy at the time, later related that the messages
sent by wireless were checked by telegram.

In those days, wrote Mr Longhurst, there
was a bridge between the grounds on the
North side of the Crown Inn and "where the
Headlands Hotel now stands" (1975), and at
one end was a stone commemorating the
early wireless experiments. When the bridge
was destroyed in 1970, the stone vanished.
As mentioned earlier, a Museum assistant
tried to find where it was resited (if anywhere),
but as the whole area had been redeveloped
over the years, she could find no trace of it.
According to Mr Longhurst, the Council had
intended to restore it. The system to be
tested, wrote the Ilfracombe Chronicle, was
that of Sir W Preece. But Preece’s was a
crude method of transmitting by induction,
using an enormous length of aerial wire at
both the transmitting and the receiving
station. it was reckoned that the length of
aerial, at each end, needed to be equal to the
distance between the two stations, in this
case 25 miles. Patently no such great length
of wire had been used here; in any case, the
maximum distance Preece had transmitted
before he retired in February 1899, was 4
miles, less than one—tenth of what Marconi
had spanned. His successor, John Gavey, had
abandoned Preece’s system in favour of
Marconi’s, and this is obviously what was
being used at Ilfracombe.

That, in detail, is what little has come to
light, but if fellow-members are interested in
this little-known early wireless experiment,
there is possibility of research in Wales or at
Ilfracombe. Could that elusive stone be lying
cobwebbed in a cellar at Ilfracombe Museum?
Such things are not unknown.

Perhaps the last word should go to the
Ilfracombe Chronicle, which in June 1900,
enthused by the success of the 25-mile
transmission across the Bristol Channel,
suggested that the Atlantic might be spanned
by means of a chain of relay ships 100 miles
apart. It never suspected that in just over one
year's time, the Atlantic would be spanned —
without any relays.

‘Black Propaganda’ continued

jamming apparatus that could be installed in
RAF bombers. The BBC said that if transmis-
sions started then the BBC would be bombed
in retaliation. Heated discussions took place
and eventually, as PWE had not actually
worked out what it would do with its new
transmitter, agreement was reached that
‘Aspidistra’ would be used to supplement the
BBC’s overseas broadcasts. ‘Aspidistra’ was
ready for broadcasting in early 1942 but was
not used until November 8 when it came on air
to support the ‘Torch’ landings in North Africa
with a broadcast by Roosevelt. This was
recorded in the Oval Office by his nephew—
an amateur—on an 8—inch disc which was
duplicated in great secrecy at Wavendon
Tower. Delmerrrrusthaveknownabwtitbut
heclaimedthatauseforthetransmitterdid

not occur to him until one month later, just
before Christmas 1942 when he was taken to
lunch by Donald McLachlan.

Continued in the summer Bulletin

Article shortage
This issue of the Bulletin has been pieced
together using a large amount of ‘reserve’
articles, however the ‘article kitty’ is getting
rather small. If you have any observations,
comments, anecdotes in fact anything to do
with the wonderful world of wireless please
write away! We do print nearly all
articles/photographs fonrvarded and without
your kind help this Bulletin would be nothing.

Remember. the only articles that won’t
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make publication are of the “of course this
wireless is extremely rare and unusual, it also
happens to be for sale” variety. Thanks are
extended to all who have submitted articles
so far. May your tribe increase.

Please send your articles to:

Carl Glover
c/o Runciter Corporation
33 Rangers Square
London
SE10 8HR



1 Those Present
David Read (Chairman), Carl Glover, Ian
Higginbottom, Pam Zimmer, Andrew Zimmer, Mike
Barker, Guy Peskett, Pat Leggatt.

2 Absent Nil

3 Minutes of Last Meeting
The Minutes of the confidential meeting on

_ November 27th 1997 were agreed.

4 Membership Secretary’s Report
Pam Zimmer reported that there are 1226 current
members, of whom 389 have not yet renewed.
Current members include 168 3-year subscriptions
for 1997/1999, and 77 for 1998/2000.

Included in the above figures are 25 new
members listed in the November 1997 Minutes, and
here repeated to give a Committee welcome:-

Glen Davies, John Doorbar, Patrick Kyne, Paul
Anthony 0’sullivan, Philip Booth, Brian Cooke, Wouter
Bergen, Bruno Royer, Jin Whi Jung, David East, W.
John Ashton, David Currie, Reginald Fisher, Trevor
Wolloxall, Neil Mason, John Watkins, John Stuart,
Stephen Wilson, Tom Kleinschmidt, John Norihfield,
Mark Simmons, James Spurling, Colin Sharp, William
Wilkins, Alan Williams.

in addition Pam Zimmer listed 22  further new
members, not included in the above totals:-

Douglas Atfield, Roderick Ballardie, Stanley Barr, Tony
Clements, Adrian Cottrell, Alan Davies, David Dawkins,
Arnold Ferrari, Leslie Hine, Gerry Howe, Michael
Jamieson, Brian Meek, Trevor Power, John Sims,
Thomas Sutcliffe, Stephen Taylor, William Wallis,
George White, James Woodhead, lan Wood-
Thompson, Robert Wratten, Bob Wyatt.

The Committee extends a warm welcome to all these
new members.

5 Bulletin Editor’s Report
Carl Glover said the next Bulletin issue was well
advanced. . .

He remarked that the supply of articles had
recently slackened and hoped that members would
note this and come forward with new offerings. it
was noted that there was a wealth of good articles in
early Bulletins which not many members would have
seen. Carl would welcome these for re-printing and
it was agreed that Committee members would each
select two articles and copy them to Cari. it would of
course be necessary to contact the original authors
for permission to re-print and for them to do any up-
dating they might wish.
Action Committee Members

6. Committee Composition
The Chairman reported that Steve Sidaway and Jeff
Borinsky would be willing to join the Committee on a
co-opted basis. This was generally welcomed.

7 Preliminary Consideration of Fees and Charges
David Read tabled a paper giving preliminary
thoughts and an outline of our financial position. This
showed that the necessarily higher costs of a first
class Bulletin and reducing income from events must
lead to a steady decline in assets, possibly to an
unacceptable level in the future if no action is taken.
it was agreed that during 1998 it would be necessary
carefully to review the Society's subscription rates
and events charges, together with consideration of
overseas postal charges.

Pat Leggatt suggested that such a review should
include consideration of possible enhancement of the
Society‘s benefits to members. The Committee had
devoted attention mainly to administrative matters
during the last two or three years, and it would be
good to show that benefits to members were also of
concern. Pat thought that some relatively inexpensive
things might be feasible, such as demonstrations and
discussion sessions on subjects of general vintage
wireless interest, visits to museums and collections
both public and private, and annual prizes for the
best Bulletin articles in various categories (other than
those by Committee members!).

8 Business for the March AGM

The business in general will be as laid down in the

Constitution.
Concerning presentation of accounts, David Read

proposed that the Society's accounting year should
Continue as at present to coincide with the financial
year, April to April, and this was agreed to be a
sensible arrangement. At the AGM he will therefore
present interim accounts - with a few printed sheets
for members to examine if they wish - with fuel
audited accounts to be published in the June
Bulletin. The interim accounts will in fact be (lite
similar to the final version, although the latter wi of
course show the fully up to date picture.

Pam Zimmer will deal with posting of AGM
notices. auction forms and Newsletter.

9 Programme for 1998
Andrew Zimmer has all events suitably schedrled.

Guy Peskett suggested that members’ interests
should be included in the next members’ contact Est.
It was agreed that Pam Zimmer and Mike Barker wi
categorise possible subjects with code letters for
members to indicate interests they would like
publicised, so that this information can be readiy
eacted from the data base.

For a more focused members’ information service
it was agreed that a Committee member would be
asked to identify perhaps twenty people with
reasonable expertise in various subjects who would
be willing to help with members’ queries and
requests for advice.

10Any other Business

Bulletin Back Numbers
PatLeggattagreedtotakeond1isduty,asWillem
Hackrnann was no longer in a position to undertake it.

Harpenden Entry
Andrew Zimmer will discuss with Ian Gurton the
possibility of additional reception staff for the first
half hour to reduce the lengthy queuing evident at
the last meeting.

11 Next Meeting

April 2nd 1998 at 5 Templewood. Ealing.

‘Prospero’s W'reless’ continued from page 22

techniques. All these efforts led up to the
magnificent transmitter stations of the
Regional Scheme.

I can remember, aged eight, going with him
to the opening of the Brookmans Park London
Regional transmitter in 1930. The beaUty and
power of that station left an impression I have
never forgotten. Peter planned it with L Rome
Guthrie, the architect, over a lunch at the
Savoy, sketching out the plan on the back of an
envelope. They were helped by Jack
Campbell, another architect of remarkable
quality. Today those Regional stations are now
forgotten dinosaurs, gutted and redeployed as
offices and warehouses. In their day they were
miracles of British expertise and enterprise and
served us well in our desperate years of need,
tirough World War ll.

The story of how Peter left' the BBC has
been told and mis-told many times over. It
Was, in some ways, a mutual parting of the
ways. Peter was no longer happy in the BBC
of Reith’s autocratic years. They had come to
disagree over many things, over programme
policy, the strict administrative regime and the
lack of controversy. It may seem strange that
a mere engineer should be able to have such
views but it has to be remembered that Peter
Eckersley was something of a polymath, the

grandson of Darwin’s Bulldog, T.H. Huxley.
Peter could not keep his fingers out of any part
of the BBC; he was able to keep his hands
well and truly involved because he was a
member of the Control Board, the Programme
Board and the Controversy Committee, not to
mention running the Engineering Department.
But there was a fatal weakness.

Peter was inclined to be reckless,
evidenced by his feat in driving round
Piccadilly Circus... backwards. In the period of
his disillusion with the way the BBC was going
he fell in love with Dorothy Clark. In many
ways, it was the beginning of the end for him,
though he was rarely prone to give way to
misfortune. He left the BBC largely because
the Senior Engineers at the BBC said that they
would refuse to work with him if he left my
'mother. Two of those men were my
Godfathers; they cared about our family and
had known us ever since the days of Writde
and 2MT. It was a policy which, in hindsight,
was draconian.

The trouble with a monopoly like the BBC
in 1930, was that it had enormous power over
individuals who had misbehaved. My father,
after being virtually sacked, had nowhere to
go. All he knew about was concerned with
broadcasting. He became a mercenary; and

5

very disillusioned with Britain.
My recollection of the 19305 was of living

over a gently bubbling cauldron. Beneath the
surface there was massive discontent. One
was aware of it in many ways; but the worst
noises were the rumblings in Europe from
Hitler and in Russia, from Stalin . We heard
Hitler on the radio and saw him ranting and
raving on the cinema screen. The influence of
Stalin and Communism was more under-
ground and pervasive. As a socialist Peter
became part of the Mosley New Party for a
few years. There was a man with the right sort
of fire in his belly said Winston Churchill in
1932... and bittedy regretted saying it within
the year. It must not be forgotten that
Mussolini was a favourite of many a British
reformer, a planner and a dreamer of trains
running on time. It would be a mistake to say
that Peter was a dedicated follower of any
political party; but he was a dabbler.

0n the engineering side Peter became
one of the founders of Rediffusion Ltd. His
belief in wire as a means of transmitting
programmes was basic. There was little
interference compared with terrestrial radio.
He invented means to convey programmes
via the electric light mains; he persuaded the
Commissioners of the Electricity Board that it

oontinuedonnextpage
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Prospero’s W'reless continued

was a feasible idea. There was
even a National Wire Trans-
mission Service planned in 1939
which came to nothing, due to
the war.

On the radio side, he sold
his expertise to the British
commercial broadcasters in
Europe, and thereby hangs a
tale. The records just allow a
fascinating glimpse into the
clandestine radio offensive
which the Foreign Office (MIS)
started, secreby, in 1936. My
research into this phase of
Peter’s life is necessarily
sketchy, bearing in mind the
restrictions of the Official
Secrets Act. He never spoke
about his role. Yet there was
undoubtedly a gradual offensive
against Hitler’s propaganda; and
Peter was involved. The bits and
pieces lying about in the Public
Record Office and in his own
papers are convincing. I know
something about it because I
lived in the country house,
during the war, where the
clandestine organisation was
housed. It was my uncle’s
house. It wasvery real in 1941.

- Peter’s story might have
ended during the war. His

- second wife decided that she
had had enough of Britain and
joined the Nazis in Berlin in
1939. She broadcast on Lord
Haw Haw’s channel for a short
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while. That happening alone
nearly finished Peter off. He
attempted suicide twice. He had
been trapped by his reckless
and experimental nature; but he
had never betrayed the interests
of Britain, quite the opposite. He
had been involved in secret
activities against the Germans
since 1937.

Today it all seems a mess.
My father’s reputation has long
been dogged by false accusa-
tion, misrepresentation and
denigration. The record of his
achievements has been dimmed
to this day.

That is the story I tell; some
of it I would wish otherwise, but .
those which accentuate“ the
negative side have predominat-
ed. I think it is time for a
reassessment of the man who
was referred to in 1930 as ‘the
man who made wireless
possible’ (that is, broadcasting
by wireless). This country and to
a small extent, the world benefit-
ed from his efforts and he
deserves a better fate than
simply to be forgotten. To me he
epitomises the unruly spirit so
much a part of innovation.

‘Prospero’s Wireless’ will be
available from the author.
Price £11.99 p&p £2. Cheques/PO
to: Myles Books, Elm View, East
Dean Rd. Lockerley, Romsey, Hants.
$051 OJQ. Tel: 01794 340 962
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1“JustaFewLfiIes”TheBirthand
Infant years of BBC Television.
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3 ‘Seeing by wireless’ the storyof
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circuitry, using their low-efficiency “Louden” triodes': they never
advanced into the screened-grid era.

Around 1925 they adopted a maverick sales policy aimed at cutting
out the usual wholesale/retail chain, selling instead direct from maker to
public. Their promotional ‘blurb’ at this time admits that this made them
many enemies in the trade and one suspects they were ostracised by
the Radio-Manufacturers Association. To secure sales outlets, Fellows
set up a network of 14  provincial branches around Britain in the spring
of 1928. It looks as though this was not cost effective and with the
approach of the thirties depression it possibly contributed, around 1929,
to a final decline and fall after their brief meteoric prominence.

Yours sincerely,
Ian Higginbottom

I was most interested in your article in last months BVWS magazine on
the Fellows company and their wireless sets. I am a volunteer worker at
Nottingham Industrial Museum and act as curator and exhibitor of the
large collection of old radios they have built up over the years. Amongst
them is a Fellows Little Giant Three. It is housed in a rickety console

. cabinet of dark oak and is shown in ‘Radio Radio’ fig 225.
I have restored the set which works well through one of our horn

loudspeakers. The only problem has been that the plug-in coil is
missing. We have had to bodge-up a different type of coil wired across
to the original coil terminals. I wonder if any of your readers have such a
coil to spare and would be prepared to part with it for a small consider-
ation or even donate it to our museum. For those in doubt, it has a kite-
form 4-pin base (larger than a 4~pin valve base) and with an extra pin in
line with one of the others.

Yours Truly
Philip Rosen

The Doomed Space Station .
Ralph Barrett is staging a debate, of information and entertainment. He
will look at Marconi, Dorothy Hodgkin, Marie Curie and Enrico Fermi.

The scientists are trapped In a space station, where life giving oxygen
is in short supply. The audience will have to decide who will be ejected.
No booking is necessaryjustturn up, admIssion'Is free.
TheRoyalInstitution ofGreatBn'tain, 21 AlbemarieStreet, LondonW1.Traveldetails:
Undergound stations Bond Street and Piccadilly Circus. 7pm
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Chevet SuppNews and Meetings

Wootton Bassett meetings
Mike Barker will be organising a swapmeet on July 5th and
December 6th.

Harpenden meetings
There will be an auction, a restoration contest and the AGM on
Sunday 1st of March. Sunday the 7th June hosts a swapmeet.
Autumn is heralded with a swapmeet on 6th September, and the
year finishes with a swapmeet on the 29th of November.

NEC Meetings
Jonathan Hill’s ‘National Wntage Communication Fair’ meetings will
occur on May the 10th and 1 1th October. For further details on the
NVCF please refer to the advertisement on page 2.

Southborough Meetings
John Howes will be holding two more swapmeets in 1998: they are
an audiojumble on 12th July in Tunbridge Wells and a swapmeet on
the 8th October in Southborough.

Portishead Meetings
On Sunday April 11th there will be a swapmeet at the Clarence
house, High Street Portishead. Doors open 9.40 am to stallholders
an 10 am to members and guests. There is a bring and buy stall all
day and an auction at 1pm. Tables are £10 plus £2 each for
members and guest tickets. Excellent parking and catering is
provided. Ring Alex Woolliams for bookings on 0117 9721973. There
will be another Portishead swapmeet on Sunday October 4th.

American meetings
2nd - 5th September: Antique Wireless Association ‘36th Historical
Radio Conference’ (information: AWA, Box E, Breesport, NY 14816.
Secretary’s telephone: 001 607 739 5443)

The Elgin (ARCI RadiofeSt XVII) meeting (similar to Rochester) will
run from 5th - 8th August.

Gerald Wells’ garden party
Gerry Wells will be having a garden party on Saturday 6th June at
the Vintage Wireless Museum, 23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwich,
London SE21 808. Telephone 0181 670 3667

1999 Harpenden meetings
For those who need to plan their diaries well in advance, there will
be an auction, a restoration contest and the AGM on Sunday 7th of
March. Sunday the 6th June hosts a swapmeet. Autumn is herald-
ed with a swapmeet on 5th September, and the year finishes with
a swapmeet on the 28th of November.

Bulletin Index
The Bulletin Index is currently available up to issue 23/1 and is a
complete cross reference of authors, subject matter and main
articles back to the beginning of the Society. Please send a large SAE
(31 p stamp) with a cheque for £2 payable to Pat Leggatt at 28 High
Park Road, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7JL. Telephone 01252 719081.

History of the British Radio Valve to 1940
Copies of Keith Thrower's book, History of the British Radio Valve to
1940, is available from Kalma Ltd., 12  Wychcotes, Caversham, Reading,
RG4 TDA (Tel: 0118-947 1813) A special discounted price of £14.40
(£15.15 Eur/surface) is offered to BVWS members.
' Apart from outlining valve progress and constructional details, the
book provides data on 1300 valve types from those used in the First
World War and through the classical years of radio and television.

New Articles
If you have anything interesting to say concerning Wireless,
Television, Broadcasting, Collecting etc. please send it to the Editor
for future publication in the BVWS Bulletin, as the Bulletin is only as
interesting as the articles that comprise it. We welcome all sugges-
tions and comments regarding the new appearance of the Bulletin
and hope that it is catering to your needs as a collector/ enthusiast /
historian. Your article can be just a few paragraphs long as long as
you think it conveys its message across to your fellow members.

Also if you have any photographic material that would look good
in the Bulletin, don’t hesitate to post it to the Editor: The chances are
that I will definitely use it!

Please send all articles to: Carl Glover, c/o Runciter Corporation,
33 Rangers Square, London SE10 8HR.
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lies Ltd
Dept B 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, Lancashire, FY1 2EU
Te lephone :  ( 01253 )  751858  Fax :  ( 01253 )  302979

The Vintage Wireless Listing
Published regularly, containing hundreds of out of print, old and collectable
wireless and TV books and magazines, vintage and valve communications
receivers, valves, vintage components, etc. Send six first class stmnps for

the next listing or £8 for the next four catalogues and eight issues of the ‘The
Vintage Wireless Trader’ containing our latest acquisitions and subw'ibers

‘wants and sales’, pubiished at approximately six-weekly intervals

New Books
IF Alignment Manual 1930 - 1950 An alphabetically arranged compilation of the

alignment frequencies for more than 4700 superhets, including British and American was
and those specially imported during the war. Some notes on alignment. Approx 35 pages.

£8.75 including postage.
Early Wireless by Anthony Constable. This excellent book retraces the paths of history

which culminated in the final appearance of the wireless set. Much information for the
collector. 167 pages. Hardback. £8.50 pap £2.50

Vintage Radio Valve Line-up Guide, 1930s 19509: This invaluable book contains the
valve line-up and replacement guide for hundreds of radios, pre~war and post-war. 118

pages. £12.50 including p&p
R.1155 Receiver data. Contains circuits and technical notes. 47 large format pages.

£11 .75 including p&p
R210 Army Communications. Receceiver. Facsimile reprint of circuits and technical

notes. 35 pages. £11.75 including p&p
FINAL PRICE REDUCTIONS. Janes Military Communications 11th Edition

1990-1991. A vast volume of 886 pages. Large format, wraps. Contains descriptions.
photographs and basic details of the world's military communications equipment. Brand

new. Published at £80.
Janes Military Communications 12th Edition 1990-1991. A vast volume of 814 pages.
Large format, wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic details of the world’s
military communications equipment. Brand new. Published at over £100. Price of 11th

edition and 12th edition £25 each p&p £5.00 each (overseas extra). Any 2 volumes (9a
one for a friend!) £50 post free in UK (overseas extra)

Valve Communication Receiver Handbook: Contains circuits and technical information
for valve communication receivers both commercial and of military origin, 1940s to 1960s.
incorporates a surplus/commercial cross referenced valve guide. Large format, approx 100

pages £16.50 p&p £2.50 foreign postage extra.
Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 1950—1970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit
diagrams, general description and some service notes for sets from 1950—1970. 50 pages

£9.75 incl p&p
Radar. PS. Hall (et al). An absorbing and informative study by authors from The Royal

Military College of Science. Covers the origin, development and operation of military radar
from Chain Home to Patriot etc. Numerous photos and illustrations of equipment and its
principles of operation. 170pp. Published by Brasseys Weapon Technology series at £25.

Our Price £7.50. p&p £2.50
Radio Radio by Jonathan Hill. At long last the 3rd edition of this indespensable bible for

the collector. A hefty volume of 320 pages. £35. pap £2.50
Wireless Set (Canadian) No 19 Mk III Technical Manual. Facsimile copy contains

detailed description, layouts, circuits operating instructions, etc. 62 pages. Large format.
£12.50 incl. p&p

Radio Art by Robert hawes A concise history of the radio from the early days to modern
times. Fully illustrated in colour. A large format hardback. 128 pages £14.99 p&p £2.50

2MT- The Birth of British Broadcasting by Tim Wander. An informative study charting the
struggle to achieve a broadcasting service from the Melba broadcasts through Writtle’s

success to the birth of the BBC. Includes technical/historical appendices on the Chelmsford
telephony pioneers. Photos of transmitting equipment. £12.95. p&p £2.50

Bakelite Radios by Robert Hawes. A fully illustrated guide fore the Bakelite radio enthusiast.
127 pages. Large format hardback in colour. £8.99 p&p £2.50

Receiver type CR300. Facsimile copy of description, operating instructions, circuits and
notes. Large format approx. 27 pages. £9.75 inc. p&p

HF Communications Receiver CR150/3. Technical notes, circuits and layout. Facsimile
copy. Approx 40 pages. £9.75 inc p&p

Wireless and TV service sheets and manuals
Thousands in stock from 1930's to 1960’s.SAE or telephone for quote

Valve and Vintage 3533mm. 22. .
x 95+60p p&p

gomma't‘easmsw 2-gang o.0005pF Tuning Caps W
H‘ '32"! 303. an _ a 2 geéomade by Jackscns £3.95 each, part

same 3' .............. . 0.1 pf 1000V wkg. Mixed dielectric 1%" it-Can type. TCC electrolytics. £3.25 each. 2 .. -for £6 post f V4 axial Wire ended. 80p each.
5 for £3.50 inc. post.
0.068pf 800V wkg. Mylar dipped 1%” at
V2” axial wire ended. 70]: each.
5 for £3.00 inc. post.

Octal valve holders
60p each. 5 for £2.50 post has
39A valve holders
5 for £2 post free ‘ _ 0.5"} 'Metelpack’. paper/toil. Wire entices3;: give Holders skirted. Four for £2 350 V 2%” x Va”. 799 each.

5 for £3.00 inc. post.

Paxolin sheets 8in x 7 1/4in x 1/8 in heavy duty. Three sheets for £4 p&p £1

Most valves 1930’s to 1960’s avai lable at low pr ices
SAE or  phone for quote

Callers welcome to our vintage wireless shop, address below, open Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 103m - 6pm, other times by appointment. Pre-war and
components in stock, also government surplus and valved communications receivers

as :w



Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50, quarter page: £45, halt page: £90 and full page: £180. Cheques made payable to ‘BVWS’ please

“E"‘Vrgently required by
{collector

Tap prices paid for
Coloured KB BM20’3, Air King “skyscraper

E: Catalin Sets and Coloured Bakelites

3-; 1.. Glover c/o Runciter Corporation, 33 Rangers Square
.93.. n SE10 SHR l Tel / Fax: 0181 469 2904

l Bare Radio Sets Available for Trade"
Will swap for anything ‘high-end’, stylish and interesting!

ils‘a radio you desire and are unable to find, let me
you source it. E, . I I -

’ Catalin
Bakelite
‘ Wood

Plastic
Repwood

Mains
Battery

Breadboards .. .
Literature '

Valves
Advertisi I“

geek), Saba ‘Jellymould', : '
adiolamp, Portobar (orig. gi

I coloured bakelite and wooden table models early/later novelties, sp
ergo copper horn), Gecophone— No. 2 and Martian Crystal sets, other 1'

Have been offered: Snow White Mickey Mouse, Astor Mickey, Wary 1'

' 3  Greeley Bepwoods, Pepsi Bottle, Yellow Emerson T13, mirrored
‘Peter Pan’, various ' ‘ Elnterested? , ‘

Radios warned for my oollectidn: Phllips 936/935/831, Elm
Brown 427, Empire Automatic, Yellow AU190, Catalins, Estrella

SI mo n Wad e
Flnehcroft, Broadwater Down, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 5PE.

Tel: 01892 543505

:rown A036, Philco

Swapmeet atPortIshead
19th April 1998

Clarence House, High Street, ‘Bortishead "
7 doors open at 10. am

Hot meals served throughout the day bnng and buy stall
auction at 1pm ‘

£2 entry- no booking required I;

E £10 for stall plus helper
stallholders please book by telephonoorletter

Ring Alex Woolliams for bookings on: 0117 9721973..
11 Norton Road, Knowle, Bristol, Avon BS4 2E2

;-';’II. .

f l  77v:

Swapmeet at

Wootton Bassett
The Memorial Hall, Station Road, Wootton Bassett

(3 miles from M4 Junction 16, turn left after Town Hall)

5th July 1998
£2 entry - no booking required... . ~

£12 for-stall plus helper
stallholders please book by telephone or letter

- phonecalls after 6pm please

. ”Mike Barker: 28 Cheney Manor Road, Swindon, Wilts 8N2 2N3
Telephone 01793 530040
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Q 'I:op prices paid for quality radios.
9 Helpful, reliable, expert service.
0 UK and International delivery.
Send SAE for details of AIRWAVES, the new
bi-monthly catalogue and newsletter
for vintage sound enthusiasts worldwide.

Olll liliIEAllD
41 Bridge Street Row, Chester CH1 INN

Tel/Fax (+44) (0) 1244 348468




